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FRONT—Rain forced the traditional Maine Day events in­
doors May 3, but that didn’t stop these coeds from enjoying 
their barbeque lunch. For a review of this spring’s Maine Day 
activities, see page 8.
INSIDE—University of Maine students get good use from 
the Raymond H. Fogler Library, but when summer arrives, 
in Orono it isn’t just the books that students seek.
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AN EDITORIAL
Pleasurable Burden
Every issue of The Maine Alumnus is 
both a pleasure and a burden, first be­
cause it is a pleasure and not unpleasant 
duty to communicate with alumni and 
friends, but a burden for the fact that 
there seems so little space to say all the 
news there is to give to you and report 
the record accurately.
At this printing time there is upon us 
the vernal occasion of reunion, a delight­
ful time of revisitation and fellowship, a 
weekend of slight disbelief, of renewed 
friendship, of some annual business and 
much more, we think, of pleasure. You 
will find all of it reported in the pages 
following here, and included in the ac­
counts are pictures of the lucky ones 
who grasped the opportunity to return. 
Well, perhaps not all of it can be found 
in this one issue, because as we said 
there is more and more restriction on the 
amount of space which can be afforded 
for so many matters both academic and 
physical in our features and accounts.
Please forgive the editors those omis­
sions reluctantly made and the usually 
intentional ones hurtfully left out. Of 
course sometimes there are oversights 
not planned and we regret them. Mostly 
the cutting is done in the light of cost, 
both of dollars and of time. The printing 
bills are high and they increase with 
every year. The University is looking 
forward delightedly to a new and long 
overdue press building. With its comple­
tion this summer there is anticipation 
of increased efficiency and possible sta­
bilization of costs.
Looking back on the year which Com­
mencement-Reunion brings to a close, 
there is some satisfaction in growth and 
change, also in a few traditions retained. 
The student body as well as the Alum­
nus has grown in size; the physical plant 
is larger and definitely improved for its 
purpose—to assist education of more 
young people. Scarcely can growth keep 
pace with demand for education either 
of regular full-time students or continu­
ing education applicants. Quality of of­
ferings has increased, we believe, in new 
technical and cultural subjects, in ocean­
ography especially and on the graduate 
level. For alumni there have been 
healthy signs from increased interaction 
with students and in a rewarding in­
crease too of the annual alumni fund 
over last year at the corresponding time.
Looking ahead, there is some uncer­
tainty how much reorganization and 
strengthening of public higher education 
can be afforded by Maine, but there is 
risk being taken to provide the most 
possible. For alumni a summer tour to 
Europe engages attention, too, and from 
July 17 to August 7 there will be 50 to 
60 folks flying and touring together in 
old lands. You will read perhaps the 
account to be written in the next issue 
about that adventure abroad.
Finally may we remind you of the joy 
of publication which is ours. It is dimin­
ished only if your joy is somehow les­
sened. We solicit your letters with com­
ments and suggestions. The Alumnus is 
your record of University highlights and 
of the accomplishments of friends and 
classmates. It is sent to every recent 
contributor to the annual fund. Please, 
let us hear from you.
Russ Woolley
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INew members of the Senior Skulls, 
All-Maine Women, Sophomore Owls, and 
Sophomore Eagles for the 1967-68 aca­
demic year were selected during the 
spring.
Named as Senior Skulls, the highest 
non-scholastic honor a University of 
Maine man can receive, were Donald 
Barter of Kirkville, N. Y., Robert Cobb,
Jr., of Orono, Patrick Corr of Bucksport, 
John Cronkite of Gardiner, George Fer­
guson of Lisbon Falls, Bion Foster of 
Hampden Highlands, Gary Gibbons of 
Lynnfield, Mass., Stephen Guptill of 
Machias, Daniel McCrum of Mars Hill, 
Walter Olson of Needham, Mass., How­
ard Reynolds of Belmont, Mass., and 
Donald White of Auburn.
Selected as All Maine Women were 
Andrea Allain of Eliot, Susan Ames of 
Bangor, Charlotte Dupont of Biddeford, 
Jane Huard of Waterville, Joyanne Jew­
ett of Bucksport, Barbara Marks of 
Bow, N. H., Michele Montas of Port-au- 
Prince, Haiti, Bonnie Murray of Auburn, 
Eveleen Severn of Falmouth Foreside, 
Nancy Stone of Bangor, Martha Strauch 
of Jeffersonville, Ind., Laura Strong of 
Reading, Mass., Judith Taylor of Hamp­
den Highlands, and Lynda Woolley of 
Orono.
Named as Sophomore Owls were Rich­
ard Boucher of Auburn, Douglas Brann 
of Hampden Highlands, John Collins of 
Chappaqua, N. Y., Stanley Cowan of 
Orono, James Dunn of Augusta, Kenneth 
Finch of Woodland, James Freundlich of 
Portland, David Fryberg of Ipswich, 
Clarence E. Bennett Hall is now the name of the physics build­
ing constructed in 1959 on the University of Maine’s Orono campus.
Dr. Bennett, who retired as head of the physics department at 
the end of the academic year, was told of the change by Dr. Edwin 
Young, university president, at a banquet in his honor during April.
Dr. Bennett, who will continue teaching in the department, 
came to Maine in 1934. He became acting head of the physics de­
partment in 1937 and head of the department in 1939.
The banquet in Dr. Bennett’s honor was sponsored by the 
physics department faculty and members of Sigma Pi Sigma honor­
ary society. He was presented with two plaques and a scrapbook 
collected by alumni.
Mass., Hayes Gahagan of Caribou, Ter­
rance Geaghan of Brewer, David Grover 
of Readfield, Mass., Wayne Haugh of 
Lexington, Mass., Richard Hautala of 
Rockport, Robert Hunter of Bath, Wil­
liam Johnson of Lewiston, David Krug 
of Bennington, Theodore Landry of Yar­
mouth, Victor Mortenson of Stoughton, 
Mass., Wayne Mosher of Bangor, How­
ard Philbrook of Montpelier, Vt., Mi­
chael Sheehy of Lewiston, Charles Stees 
of Colorado Springs, Colo., James Stultz 
of Westbrook, Frank Tonis of Wey­
mouth, Mass., John Webber of Brewer, 
and James Wolfe of Woburn, Mass.
Selected as Sophomore Eagles were 
Susan Bell of Patten, Bonita Bowman of 
Portland, Donna Bridges of Bangor, Dale 
Briggs of South Portland, Judith Bulliner 
of Gardiner, Nancy Rae Clark of Fort 
Fairfield, Karen Cobb of Orono, Maureen 
Cochrane of Bangor, Carol Flewelling 
of Belmont, Mass., Cheryl Friedman of 
Wakefield, Mass., Pamela Harris of Ban­
gor, Zoa Hawes of Union, Elaine Jordan 
of Lincoln, Margaret Ludwig of West­
bury, N. Y., Priscilla Marsh of Portland, 
Sharon Mason of Greenville, Mary 
Michele McKee of Portland, Linda Mil- 
lay of Richmond, Mary Moore of Milo, 
Linda Pellicani of Rockland, Linda Per­
kins of Walpole, Mass., Martha Richards 
of Falmouth, Donna Sawyer of Yar­
mouth, Margaret Sawyer of Bangor, Su­
san Taylor of Dover-Foxcroft, Charlene 
Tucker of Wakefield, Mass., Bonita 
Veilleux of Bangor, and Ellen Welch of 
Bangor.
The University of Maine Summer Ses­
sion catalogue announcing classes begin­
ning June 9 to September 8 has some­
thing for everyone—from art classes for 
children to zoology courses for adults.
Three-week sessions will begin June 
19, July 10, July 31, and August 21, 
while opening dates for six-week courses 
will be June 19, July 10 and July 31.
Resident and visiting faculty will serve 
as the instructional staff for more than 
300 courses on the Orono campus and 
an additional 120 at the Portland campus.
Grade school children and high school 
students have not been forgotten in the 
list of courses. Youngsters from seven to 
16 may enroll in art classes conducted 
especially for them by the art department, 
and other youngsters interested in an 
early start in another language may take 
French during the central six-week ses­
sion.
Linda Carr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Howard L, Carr, Jr., of Main Street, 
Cornish, has been named the new editor 
of the University of Maine’s yearbook, 
The Prism.
Thomas Taylor of Stoneham, Mass., 
has been reappointed business manager 
of the Orono campus publication.
Miss Carr, a junior majoring in Eng­
lish, has been layout editor of the Maine 
Campus for the past two years, has been 
photo editor of this year’s Prism, a 
dormitory resident advisor and a mem­
ber of the Sophomore Eagles.
The University of Maine Concert Band 
made a spring concert tour to Pittsfield, 
Hallowell, Augusta, Portland, Yarmouth, 
Bath, Westbrook, and Skowhegan during 
April.
The concert band, which is essentially 
the same band which performs at uni­
versity football games, is an 80-piece 
unit of students selected from the Orono 
campus, with Asst. Prof. George A- 
Cavanagh as director.
The band’s regular activities include 
formal winter and spring concerts and 
a pops concert on the Orono campus and 
a spring tour.
Richard Jacobs, woodwind specialist 
and coordinator of music education for 
the U. M. department of music, was the 
tour soloist. This is the fourth year 
Jacobs has traveled with the band as 
soloist.
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Wayne G. Hanson is presented the Charles A. Rice ’17 Sabre Award by 
Clifford Chandler ’13 in behalf of the General Alumni Association. The pres­
entation was made at the annual Review and Awards Ceremony of the Uni­
versity of Maine’s Reserve Officers Training Corps in early May.
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The Charles A. Rice T7 Sabre Award 
was presented to Wayne G. Hanson of 
Bangor, cadet colonel and cadet com­
mander of the First Maine Cadet Brigade, 
at the annual Review and Awards Cere­
mony of the University of Maine’s Re­
serve Officers Training Corps May 4.
The Sabre is presented annually by 
the General Alumni Association to the 
cadet selected as the outstanding mili­
tary student of the brigade. The award 
is made in memory of Lt. Rice, who 
died December 22, 1918, of wounds suf­
fered in the Argonne Forest Campaign. , 
During the ceremonies, 22 other awards 
were made to cadets on the basis of 
achievements in military as well as non­
military areas, such as scholastic ability.
Principal reviewing officers of the 350 
students taking part in the ceremonies 
at Alumni Field were Dr. Edwin Young, 
University of Maine president, and Brig. 
Gen. L. B. Webster, deputy adjutant 
general for the State of Maine.
In addition to Hanson, those receiving 
awards included Earl S. Stein of Newton, 
Mass., Timothy R. Sawyer of Waterford, 
Brian G. Schwanda of Staffordville, 
Conn., and John A. Christopher of Dan­
vers, Mass., the Department of the Army 
Superior Cadet Decoration; Paul A. Du­
fresne of Topsham, the best drilled basic 
cadet; Stephen L. Freeman of Lincoln 
and Robert Cobb, Jr., of Orono, the As­
sociation of the United States Army
George H. Ellis ’41, president of 
the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston, 
has been elected chairman of the 
University of Maine’s Development 
Council.
Fellow Maine alumnus William P. 
Viles ’28, treasurer of Viles Timber­
lands of Augusta, was elected vice 
chairman at the meeting April 28-29.
They replaced Raymond H. Fogler 
’15, former chairman of the Universi­
ty’s Board of Trustees, and Arthur B. 
Richardson ’ll, respectively. Both men 
accepted appointments to continue as 
Council members.
Claude L. Hough was elected secre­
tary of the Council.
Appointed members of the Develop­
ment Council are Jacob Agger of Port­
land, Hazen H. Ayer ’24 of Boston, 
Karl H. Berns Hon ’59 of Fayette­
ville, N. C., Frank C. Brown ’30 of 
New York City, Claude Clement of 
Belfast, Galen L. Cole of Bangor, Rus­
sell H. Costello of Lewiston, Charles
Leadership Medal; Gerald W. Barnes of 
Bangor, the Reserve Officers Association 
Outstanding Battalion Commander Medal; 
William A. Pasquill of Kittery, the Re­
serve Officers Association Outstanding 
Company Commander Medal; Thomas 
A. Green of Stonington, the Reserve 
Officers Association Non-Commissioned 
Officers Medal.
Other awards went to Robert G. 
Bernier of Waterville, American Legion 
Gold Medal Military; Bruce E. Wilcomb 
of Bar Harbor, American Legion Gold 
Medal-Scholastic; Peter B. Radsky of 
Hallowell, American Legion Silver 
Medal-Military; Stephen A. Guptill of 
Machias, American Legion Silver Medal- 
Scholastic; Gerald W. Barnes of Bangor, 
Douglas MacArthur Award for Out­
standing Military Leadership; Michael 
S. Willey of Oakland, Sons of the Ameri­
can Revolution Award to the Outstand­
ing Sophomore Cadet; Benjamin E. Has­
kell of Litchfield, Barrows Award; Den­
nis M. Burgess of New Sharon, ROTC 
Rifle Team Trophy.
Also, Gordon R. Ricker of Reading, 
Mass., Outstanding Freshman Rifleman; 
Brian G. Schwanda of Staffordville, 
Conn., high score in physical combat 
proficiency course, first place; George V. 
Wiest of Doylestown, Pa., high score in 
combat proficiency course, second place; 
Truman A. Craig of Washburn, Out­
standing Flight Cadet.
E. Crossland ’17 of Orono, H. King 
Cummings of Guilford. E. Perrin Ed­
munds of Fort Fairfield, Raymond H. 
Fogler ’15 of Hastings-on-IIudson, 
N. Y., Louis O. Hilton ’54 of Green­
ville, Miss M. Eleanor Jackson ’29, of 
Boston, Edward R. Ladd ’38 of Rock­
land, J. Larcom Ober ’13 of Beverly, 
Mass., Miss Margaret Payson of Port­
land, Wendell Phillips of Presque Isle, 
Arthur B. Richardson ’ll of New York 
City, Judge Abraham M. Rudman ’17 
LLB of Bangor, Edward C. Sherry ’38 
of New York City, W. Jerome Strout 
’29 of Bangor, and Richard K. Warren 
of Bangor.
Organization members are William 
Chisholm of New York City, Dr. Law­
rence M. Cutler ’28 of Bangor, Fred­
erick B. Lunt ’36 of Presque Isle, Eu­
gene A. Mawhinney ’47 of Orono, G. 
Pierce Webber of Bangor, Carl A. 
Whitman ’35 of Needham Heights, 
Mass., and Dr. Edwin Young ’40, 
University of Maine president.
The Carnegie Hall dome, a landmark on the Orono campus since 
1906, was removed this spring. The dome was deemed unrepairable and 
removed during a complete renovation of Carnegie Hall, which houses 
the art department.
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Maine Day Goes Indoors
Maine Day 1967 was a day of rain, 
but that didn’t seem to dampen the 
spirit on the Orono campus.
Most activities on the annual spring 
fun day were moved indoors where it 
is apparently just as easy to enjoy a day 
away from the books.
Originated in 1935 by Dr. Arthur 
Hauck, past University of Maine presi­
dent, Maine Day was a day for campus 
work projects—and fun.
Not much work is done these days, 
but the students still manage a smile.
Except for the Second Annual Blue-
White football game, terminating spring 
practice, the day’s sporting activities 
were washed away by the weather.
Cancelled were the student senate­
faculty softball game, a golf tournament, 
Greek chariot races, and varsity and 
freshman baseball games against Colby 
College.
And, there wasn’t much point in going 
to Bar Harbor.
A carnival, scheduled for the Memor­
ial Gymnasium parking lot, was moved 
into the fieldhouse—and was just as well 
attended as expected.
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The barbeque, slated to be held at 
the carnival, was held in the various 
dining halls—and just as much chicken 
was consumed as expected.
Highlight of the carnival was the auc­
tion at which Steve Gould, campus 
police chief; Nelson Jones, director of 
the Memorial Union; Dr. Walter 
Schoenberger, associate professor of 
political science; and Dr. Edwin Young, 
the university president, served as auc­
tioneers.
Sponsored by the Outing Club, the 
•auction featured items that were un­
usual to say the least.
Among them were a car wash by 
Woody Carville, the assistant dean of 
men; horseback rides for two, all-day 
•chauffeur service in the book store’s van 
truck, a sailboat ride, food baskets, 10 
gallons of gasoline, and free babysitting 
once a month next fall.
Interesting items on sale also included 
positions for two as assistants aboard 
the university’s oceanographic vessel for 
a dayz and dinners for six at the homes(j
of Dean of Women Mary Zink and Dr. 
Young.
The festivities, held Wednesday, May
Moving the Maine Day activities in­
doors didn’t detract any from the fun 
of watching pretty coeds (left) play 
their guitars and Dr. Edwin Young 
(right), university president, serve as 
an auctioneer.
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a Puri-
Johnson
the stu-
A talent show was held Wednesday 
night, during which the new All-Maine 
and Sophomore Eagles were introduced 
and the Senior Skulls and Sophomore 
Owls were tapped.
Rain or no rain—Maine Day is always 
Maine Day.
Freedom was cheap Maine Day. A 
dime put anybody in jail (above) and 
it took another dime before the All 
Maine Women would release the pris­
oner. At the low price, who could re­
sist throwing (right) water-filled bal­
loons?
Godfrey, a junior, ran as Governor 
John A. Winthrop and featured 
tan theme. He defeated Ralph 
of West Bridgewater, Mass., in 
dent election.
3, actually got underway Tuesday night 
when John Godfrey of Matunuck, R.I., 
was introduced as the new campus 
mayor during a dance.
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The Annual Blue-White Game 
(above) was played in the rain Maine 
Day and the muddy conditions on the 
field weren’t much worse than those 
experienced by the sparce crowd (be­
low) that viewed the spring football 
practice finale.
Black Bear Sports
same
i, mnainjuBj
Walt Abbott, who replaces Hal Wes­
terman as head football coach this fall, 
has remained optimistic in the face of 
the toughest schedule in University of 
Maine history.
Abbott takes over the heels of the first 
losing season (4-5) in Westy’s 16 years 
as coach and with the last traces of the 
State Series gone from the schedule.
Maine now meets its five Yankee Con­
ference opponents, the Citadel, Boston 
College, and Northeastern University.
After watching the Blues defeat the 
Whites, 13-6, in a full-dress performance 
ending spring practice, Abbott said he 
was most impressed with the Black 
Bears’ spirit and desire to hit.
Of course, one difficult task will be 
replacing linebacker John Huard, the 
two-time Little All-American who signed 
with the Denver Broncos.
But, Alan Lee, a sophomore line­
11
backer, impressed during spring drills. 
In fact, the Black Bears are wide open 
for newcomers at most positions.
Quarterback George Platter is a 
question mark with an Achilles’ tendon 
injury.
Lance Gallant, who will be a junior, 
made the most of a possible opening at 
quarterback when he ran one yard for 
one touchdown and passed eight yards to 
halfback Tom Silver for another against 
the Whites.
The Whites’ only score came close to 
the final gun on a 12-yard pass from 
Dave Wing to halfback Chuck Harney, 
brother to Frank, an All-New England 
halfback on Maine’s Tangerine Bowl 
Club in 1965.
The complete 1967 schedule:
Sept. 23—Massachusetts, 30—Citadel 
at Portland, Oct. 7—at Vermont, 14— 
New Hampshire, 21—Connecticut, 28— 
at Boston College, Nov. 4—North­
eastern, 11—at Rhode Island.
The University of Maine surprisingly 
compiled the second-best record in the 
Black Bears’ 82-year baseball history this 
spring.
Maine finished with a 15-7 mark, won 
its first outright State Series champion­
ship in 11 years with a perfect 6-0 re­
cord, and wound up tied for third in the 
Yankee Conference with a 5-5 mark.
The best record ever rung up by a 
Maine nine occurred in 1964 when the 
Black Bears were 21-8 en route to a 
third-place finish in the NCAA World 
Series.
The nucleus of that club graduated 
last June and not too much was expected 
of Jack Butterfield’s club this spring.
But, Terry Ordway became one of the 
nation’s leading pitchers with an 0.94 
earned run average and won seven 
games against only two losses.
Shortstop George Ferguson was 
Maine’s leading hitter with a .326 aver­
age. The Black Bears batted .244 as a 
team, the pace-setters being catcher 
Norm Tardiff (.303), outfielder Alan 
Cobb (.294), third baseman Paul Keany 
(.279), and rightfielder Darryl Calkins 
(.253).
Ferguson and Cobb were elected cap­
tains of the 1968 club, replacing Ordway 
and Tardiff.
Tardiff and Keany tied for the team 
home run lead with three apiece, while 
Keany was also the top run producer 
with 14 RBI’s.
For the first time, the Maine field was 
enclosed with an outfield fence. The 
fence, which athletic officials hope to 
make permanent, added excitement to 
the game.
The peak in drama came against 
Colby when Keany belted a two-out, two 
-run homer in the last of the ninth for a 
2-1 victory.
The University of Maine’s four 
varsity teams finished the spring 
season with a 33-17 dual competi­
tion record.
The golf team led the way with 
a 12-4 record in dual meets. The 
golfers also won the State Series 
championship and finished third 
in the Yankee Conference.
The baseball team compiled a 
15-7 record, second best in Maine’s 
history.
The tennis team, under the handi­
cap of playing all matches on the 
road while new courts are con­
structed, was 5-4. The netmen fin­
ished second in the State Series, 
while the Yankee Conference meet 
was canceled.
The track team finished 1-2 in 
dual meets and third in the State 
Series meet after having won the 
championship six straight times. 
The Black Bears were fifth in the 
Yankee Conference meet.
Jesse Owens, the four-gold-medal 
track star of the 1936 Olympics, was the 
feature speaker at the first annual 
Athletic Recognition Banquet May 14.
At the banquet, Dr. Rome Rankin, 
director of athletics at the University of 
Maine for 15 years until his retirement 
in 1966, was presented a plaque in re­
cognition of his long and valued service 
to the university.
The banquet honored members of all 
university varsity and freshman teams 
for the year and replaced the former 
fall, winter, and spring fetes.
It was a banner spring for University 
of Maine freshman athletic teams—and 
this- should be felt in some degree by 
next year’s varsity teams.
The four U-M spring freshman teams 
posted an over-all record of 20 victories 
and three losses.
The freshman baseball team led the 
way with nine wins and no losses. Among 
its victories were wins over the Bowdoin 
and Colby Frosh, MCI, Kent’s Hill and 
North Yarmouth Academy.
The frosh outdoor track team won 
four meets without a loss and, in fact, 
had only one loss throughout the entire 
year—that to a strong Brown University 
freshman club in the indoor season.
The U-M frosh golfers won four 
matches and lost two and the frosh 
tennis team won three matches and lost 
just one.
Terry Carr, third highest scorer in 
University of Maine basketball history, 
was named to the third team of the 
1967 Academic All-America team.
Carr and Wes Bialosuknia, a first-team 
selection from the University of Con­
necticut, were the only New England 
players named by the College Sports In­
formation Directors Association. <
New admission prices for University 
of Maine athletic contests, the first 
changes in 30 years, have been brought 
about by increasing costs.
The price changes will not effect U-M 
students who will continue to gain ad­
mission to athletic events on their activi­
ties tickets.
Under the new admission scale, re­
served seats in football (upper grand­
stand on home side of field) will cost 
$3.00 while general admission tickets 
will cost $2.50. Visiting opponents’ stu­
dents will be admitted for $1.00 as will 
high school students while children 
under 12 will be admitted for $.50.
In basketball there will be no reserved 
seats but general admission tickets will 
be sold for $1.50, an increase of $.50. 
Visiting opponents’ students will be ad­
mitted for $1.00 while a $.50 charge 
will be made for high school students 
and children under 12.
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Dan Severson distinguished himself as a bruising tack­
le and co-captain of the football team before graduating 
from the University of Maine in 1964.
Since that time, however, Severson has leached greater 
glory, serving in Vietnam and earning the Distinguished 
Service Cross, an award second only to the Congres­
sional Medal of Honor.
Well decorated in addition to his Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross, Severson was recently promoted to captain
“There’s two reasons,” Severson said, “One, they 
might not be able to get it and I thought I could and, 
two, I didn’t think I could ask them.”
As Severson started for the bunker, the machine gun 
was turned on him. Two rounds tore his rifle apart and 
“knocked me right on my can,” said Severson.
Checking first to see that he was uninjured, Severson 
then continued towards the bunker, “crawling after those 
little roaches, throwing grenades as quick as I could pull 
the pins out, trying to keep their heads down.”
Severson War Hero
and returned in early June to Vietnam for a second tour, 
once again assuming his post as commanding officer of 
an Army airborne company.
While visiting Orono during May, Severson recorded 
a commentary on the battle in which he received the 
DSC, at the request of Walt Abbott, head football coach 
at Maine.
At that time, Severson was executive officer of a 
company fighting in the infamous Iron Triangle. He was 
with a platoon of 30 men attacking a Viet Cong bunker, 
which contained 50 soldiers, when the platoon leader 
was injured seriously.
“I took over the platoon and got them all on line and 
got them functioning,” Severson recalled, and, “We 
started to back out.”
“About that time this machine gun started (to) open 
fire on the right flank,” Severson continued, “and it was 
hurting the kids.”
As Severson moved down the line towards the ma­
chine gun, a Viet Cong popped out of a hole about six 
feet away.
“He just popped up, laid a grenade down and went 
back in like a rat,” said Sevey, who was knocked out, 
while a soldier with him was killed.
Quickly coming to uninjured, Severson took a shot 
gun and several grenades and continued towards the 
still-firing machine gun.
“I got down there and there were two kids there. 
One of them was wounded in the shoulder and they were 
trying to keep the machine gun down, but there was 
no way,” Seveison noted.
“For a second I thought well, why don’t you send 
those kids there. Then I said no.”
“As I got a little bit closer, they pulled the machine 
gun back down in ‘cause of the shrapnel flying all over 
the place.”
“One of them popped back up and threw a grenade 
at me,” Severson continued, noting, “The explosion went 
straight up in the air.”
“I got a little piece in the thigh,” but after checking 
the leg,“ I kept on crawling after them.”
“Finally I got one grenade down in the hole and I 
killed one and I probably got the other one too, but 
they got him out because there’s interconnecting tun­
nels.”
Severson got in the bunker, called the two soldiers he 
had left earlier to join him, and directed fire at the Viet 
Cong.
After marketing the area for air strikes and checking 
for wounded soldiers, Severson led the platoon back to 
the company perimeter.
Reflecting on the action, Severson commented, “It’s 
just luck. Those two rounds could have been right in my 
gut,” instead of striking his rifle.
Severson originally received a Bronze Star with Valor 
at the site of the action and was awarded tne DSC later 
after a review.
During his first tour, Severson received three other 
Bronze Stars with Valor and several other U.S. and 
Vietnamese medals.
In a humble explanation, Severson claimed, “It’s easier 
for me to get a Bronze Star than it is for some of these 
other guys now, ’cause they’re all watching.”
“Once you get something like that they want a hero, 
they want somebody to pin it on,” states Severson, a 
hero in his own right.
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Time Marches On
Progress will take another step forward on the University of Maine’s Orono campus next March 
when the new infirmary (ABOVE) replaces the old (BELOW), which was built in 1833. The new in­
firmary, located on the north end of campus between Bennett and Gannett Halls, consists of two wings 
connected by a center portion housing a dining hall and kitchen. It will have 22 double rooms. North 
Hall, which had 25 beds, will be used for other purposes.
Auburn-Lewis ten Alumnae
Mrs. Lois Scott ’44, president
The Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae met 
March 15 at the home of Mrs. Lois 
Scott, April 12 at the home of Mrs. Har­
old Purinton, and May 10 at the Phil- 
O-Mar Restaurant.
New officers are Mrs. Lois Scott, 
president; Mrs. Richard Bastow, vice 
president; Mrs. Harold Purinton, secre­
tary-treasurer; and Mrs. Carroll Flewell­
ing, corresponding secretary.
Arizona Alumni
Major Moffat Gardner ’41, president
An Arizona Alumni group was organ­
ized March 31 in a meeting at the home 
of Major and Mrs. Moffat Gardner at 
Luke Air Force Base, Litchfield, Ariz.
Officers are Major Gardner, president; 
Mrs. B.R. Babcock, vice president; and 
Mrs. R. Calvin Osgood, secretary.
Portland Alumnae
Mrs. Laura L. Moen, president
The Portland Alumnae met April 6 
for “Show and Tell” at the home of 
Mary Stiles, April 29 at Valle’s in West­
brook for a dinner-dance, and May 4 for 
a potluck supper at Laura Moen’s home.
North Shore (Mass.) Alumni
Lee Carter ’42, president
Carl Webster, associate professor of 
mechanical engineering and sailing coach 
at the University of Maine, spoke at the 
April 14 meeting of the North Shore 
Alumni in Danvers at Holy Trinity 
Methodist Church.
Northern Kennebec Alumni 
Phil Libby ’42, president
Dr. David Dean, director of the Ira C. 
Darling Center and professor of zoology 
at the U of M, spoke on “Oceanography, 
the University, and the State of Maine” 
at the April 27 meeting. Russ Woolley, 
alumni secretary, also attended the 
Northern Kennebec Alumni meeting at 
the Masonic Hall in Vassalboro.
* \
Northeast New York Alumni 
John Chesebro ’61, president
The Northeast New York Alumni 
held a meeting May 17.
Local Associations
Black Bears of Rhode Island 
Carlton Merritt ’24, chairman
The Black Bears of Rhode Island 
hosted the Pershing Rifles from the Uni­
versity of Maine April 28 and 29 in 
Newport. The Black Bears enjoyed a 
clam bake May 13 at the home of Speed 
Merritt. A meeting November 10 prior 
to the Maine-University of Rhode Island 
game is planned.
Central Massachusetts Alumni 
Richard Nevers ’56, president
Walt Abbott, head football coach at 
the University of Maine, and Bob Pic­
kett, grid assistant, showed the film of 
Maine’s 1965 visit to the Tangerine Bowl 
May 13. A punch party and buffet din­
ner were also held that night at the 
Adams Square Congregational Church 
in Worcester.
Company M-12, Pershing Rifles drill team of the University of 
Maine’s Reserve Officers Training Corps was a guest of the Black Bears 
of Rhode Island this spring.
The drill team competed in the Twelfth Regimental Drill Meet in 
Providence on Saturday, April 29. The 34 members left Orono several days 
early, however, for a tour of Rhode Island military bases.
They were guests of the Newport Naval Station Thursday night and 
toured the base and a destroyer Friday morning. Friday afternoon the 
members toured Quonset Naval Air Station and that night they were dinner 
guests of the Black Bears in Cranston.
The drill team took down two first places and a second in various 
categories of competition Saturday. The Pershingettes, with 24 members, 
arrived Saturday and were second in their class.
Southeast Mass.-Rhode Island 
Alumni
Carl Toothaker ’39, president
Maine Football Coach Walt Abbott 
was the principal speaker at a meeting 
of the Southeast Mass.-Rhode Island 
Alumni May 12 in Seakonk, Mass.
Also attending were Bob Pickett, foot­
ball assistant, Alumni Secretary Russ 
Woolley, and Col. John Gerety from the 
ROTC Department.
Aroostook County Alumni
Dick Sprague ’51, president
The Aroostook County Alumni met 
May 8 at the Northeastland Hotel in 
Presque Isle. Dr. H. Austin Peck, vice 
president for academic affairs at U-M, 
and Brownie Schrumpf and Phil Mc­
Carthy, of the General Alumni Associa­
tion, were guests.
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Portland Alumni
Kenneth Woodbury ’24, president
Howard Keyo, director of public in­
formation at the University of Maine, 
was the speaker May 23 when the Port­
land Alumni met for a roast beef supper 
at the Portland campus. Russ Woolley 
and Phil McCarthy of the alumni office 
attended.
Long Island ( N. Y.) Alumni 
George Lotker ’45, president
Dr. Arthur Hauck, former University 
of Maine president, and Russ Woolley, 
alumni secretary, attended the May 19 
meeting of the Long Island Alumni at 
the Port Washington Yacht Club. New 
officers are President George Lotker ’45, 
Vice-President Frederick Heald ’51, Sec­
retary Miriam Mitchell ’45, and Treas­
urer Leland Fuller ’55.
Dr. William L. Irvine ’43 (right) was formally installed as the fourth 
president of Vermont College on May 13 in Montpelier, Vt. Dr. Arthur A. 
Hauck (left), president emeritus of the University of Maine and president when 
Dr. Irvine was a student, delivered the inaugural address.
Southern Connecticut Alumni 
Donald Stewart ’35, president
Dr. Arthur Hauck, past University of 
Maine president, and Russ Woolley of 
the General Alumni Association at­
tended a meeting May 20 of the South­
ern Connecticut Alumni at the Ambas­
sador Restaurant in Hamden. Alumni 
from New Jersey, New York, and north­
ern Connecticut were also invited to the 
social hour and dinner.
(Ed. note—we regret reporting a 
meeting in the April issue that was post­
poned)
Hancock County Alumni 
Stephen Barry ’33, chairman
The Hancock County Alumni held a 
picnic May 21 at Thompson Island in 
Acadia National Park. The nominating 
committee presented a slate of officers.
Syracuse (N. Y.) Alumni
Paul and Barbara (’59) Barnett ’61, 
chairmen
Alumni Secretary Russ Woolley 
showed the movie of Maine’s visit to the 
Tangerine Bowl in 1965 to the Syracuse 
Alumni May 18.
Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Richard Dwelley ’51, president
Phil McCarthy and Brownie Schrumpf 
of the alumni office attended the May 25 
meeting of the Auburn-Lewiston Alumni 
at Lost Valley in Auburn.
Washington D. C. Alumni
Roger Pendleton ’48, president
Alumni Secretary Russ Woolley spoke 
at the June 13 meeting of the Washing­
ton Alumni at the Officers Club of the 
Washington Navy Yard. New officers 
are President Roger Pendleton ’48, 
Secretary Gale Brewer ’62, and Trea­
surer Donald Moores ’60.
Northeast Ohio Alumni
Norman Cole ’46, president
A summer meeting of the Northeast 
Ohio Alumni is planned. Watch for 
notices.
Educational television programs in 
the near future originating on the 
Orono campus include:
“The Pleasure Horse and You” 
with Professor John Goater, a five- 
( I program series. ’
WGTV, Athens, Georgia, and all 
Georgia state ETV stations Fridays at 
i • 7:30 p.m.
WETA, Washington, D.C., Tues­
days at 6 p.m.
WVIA, Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylvania 
Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
(This series began on all three sta­
tions in May, but continues into 
June).
’’The Fascination of Driftwood” 
with Agent Richard Day, a four- 
program series.
WHYY, Philadelphia, beginning 
Tuesday, June 20.
WVIA, Wilkes-Barre, beginning 
Monday, August 21.
Times of broadcasts will be found 
in local listings. Programs are pre­
sented same day and time until series 
i
is completed.
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Commencement-Reunion
Edward C. “Buzz” Sherry ’38 was awarded the Alumni 
Service Emblem at the Alumni Banquet June 3, capping the 
four-day commencement-reunion period at the University 
of Maine.
By the time Sherry had received his award Saturday 
evening, the graduating seniors had gone through class day, 
six honorary degrees had been conferred, diplomas had 
been handed out, and alumni of over a dozen classes had 
met.
Joseph Siegel of Bangor and Stanley Cunningham, 
Jr., of South Berwick gave their valedictory and salutatory 
addresses respectively at Class Day Wednesday.
Meanwhile, in Portland, Judge Frank M. Coffin, Circuit 
Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, re­
Recognition for outstanding service to the University 
of Maine through the alumni organization is given each 
year, by the presentation of one award known as the 
Service Emblem. Since 1930, which was the first year of 
the distinction, there have been 37 alumni named as 
recipients. A special committee is formed each year to 
make the selection, and it has met this spring to name 
the one individual. It is my privilege now as the out­
going President of our Association to make this presenta­
tion on behalf of the University and of all alumni.
The 1967 Alumni Service Emblem Award is made to 
Mr. Edward C. Sherry whose home is in Manhasset, 
Long Island, New York. “Buzz” Sherry, as he is known 
was born in Portland, April 21, 1916. He prepared for 
the University at Deering High School where he was out­
standing in sports both as an end on the football team 
and as a track man. He was graduated from the Uni­
versity in 1938 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
economics.
While an undergraduate at Maine, “Buzz” was a 
member of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity, was Treasurer 
of his class, a Sophomore Owl, Secretary-Treasurer of 
the Senior,Skull Society, President of the Student Senate 
and of the Interfraternity Council, Senior Student rep­
resentative on the Athletic Board, Vice-President of 
the Student Arts Club; also, varsity end in football and 
javelin specialist in track.
He has had an outstanding business career in the hotel 
industry, commencing at Portland in youthful days, but 
after Maine he was with the Hotel New Yorker Corpor­
ation. He was later with American Airlines as Assistant 
to the Vice-President. He was in the U.S. Naval Reserve 
from 1943 to 1946 and had responsibilities in officer 
housing at Norfolk, Virginia. In 1946 he joined the New 
York City Convention and Visitors Bureau and in 1954 
he left as manager of the New York Bureau to become 
manager at Boston in the Chamber of Commerce, with 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. In New York again in 
1961 for Loews Hotels, Inc., he became General Mana­
ger of the Biltmore, a position he now fills.
“Buzz” has had an active civic and alumni career in 
addition to marriage and family affairs. He married 
Helene Blom and they have three children, two sons who 
have attended Maine and a younger daughter. Ned, John 
and Carol spent some of their years at Wellesley, Massa­
chusetts, where “Buzz” served as Commissioner of the 
Little League and Babe Ruth League programs. He was 
an area chairman of solicitation for the Arthur A. 
Hauck Building Fund in Eastern Massachusetts and has 
been a strong help on Council and committee matters 
for more than a decade. He was elected to the Alumni 
Council in 1956 and has served continuously since that 
year. In 1963 he became President of the General 
Alumni Association, and after two one-year terms in 
that office returned as Past President to the Council. He 
has remained a Class of 1938 officer and is presently 
treasurer. He was elected in 1959 as President, also 
serving more than one term for the Boston area alumni. 
Always a good contributor, fund solicitor, class officer 
and committee chairman or member, he continues his 
service importantly in the New York area for Manhatten 
and for Long Island alumni projects. Especially in the 
Biltmore on Madison Avenue are all Maine folks and 
alumni made welcome, because it is an informal head­
quarters for them with “Buzz”.
It is an honor and a pleasure to present the 1967 
Alumni Service Emblem to Edward Chaplin Sherry, 
Class of 1938.
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ceived the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at the UMP 
commencement Wednesday.
Graduation on the Orono campus was held Thursday 
with James Russell Wiggins, editor and executive vice presi­
dent of the Washington Post, giving the comment com­
mencement address.
Wiggins received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree. 
Other honorary degree recipients were:
Governor Kenneth M. Curtis, Augusta, honorary Doctor 
of Laws degree.
Robert V. Akeley, Beltsville, Md., nationally known for 
his work in the potato-breeding program, honorary Doctor 
of Science degree.
Professor Emeritus Theodore F. Hatch, Pittsburgh, Pa., 
outstanding environmental health scientist, honorary Doctor 
of Science degree. Professor Walter H. Piston, Belmont, 
Mass., twice a recipient of the Pultizer Prize in music, 
honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree.
Alumni gathered on the Orono campus Friday and the 
annual meeting of the General Alumni Association was 
held that afternoon in the Memorial Union.
Reunion class dinners were held Friday and Dr. Edwin 
Young, university president, held a reception that evening.
Class meetings were held Saturday morning and classes 
holding reunions were those of 1965, 1962, 1957, 1952, 
1947, 1942, 1937, 1932, 1927, 1922, 1917, 1912, 1907, and 
all senior alumni classes.
The Alumni Banquet for all classes was held Saturday 
night.
Judge Coffin, honorary degree recipient at UMP, was 
born in Lewiston, received his A.B. from Bates College in 
1940, LL.B, degree from Harvard Law School in 1947, and 
an honorary LL.D, degree from Bates in 1959. He served 
in the 85th and 86th U.S. Congresses as representative from 
the second Maine district. From 1961 to 1964 he was 
deputy administrator for the Agency for International 
Development, and in 1965 was named U.S. Circuit Judge.
Richard G. Clark ’27 of Rutland, Vt., and George 
S. Ginsberg ’21 of Bangor were presented “M” 
Awards at the Alumni Banquet Saturday night of 
reunion.
Mrs. Winifred (Coburn) Anderson ’35 of Auburn 
and Mrs. Alice Ann (Donovan) Poeppelmeier ’40 of 
Glastonbury, Conn., were presented “M” Awards 
during the spring.
The “M” Awards are made throughout the year 
and recognize alumni activity that develops strong 
and active goodwill for the University of Maine.
Wiggins was born in Luverne, Minn., and educated in 
the public schools of that community. He was awarded an 
honorary LL.D, degree by Colby College in 1954. He has 
worked on several highly regarded newspapers including the 
St. Paul Dispatch, St. Paul Pioneer Press, New York Times, 
and the Washingon Post. Wiggins has been honored by 
several schools of journalism for his achievements as a re­
porter and editor. He joined the Washington Post as 
managing editor in 1947 and was named editor and execu­
tive vice president in 1961. He now owns the Ellsworth 
American, the weekly newspaper in Ellsworth.
Born in Curtis Corner, Governor Curtis received a B.S. 
degree from the Maine Maritime Academy in 1952 and an 
LL.B, degree from Portland University Law School (now 
University of Maine Law School) in 1959. He has served 
in the U.S. Merchant Marines, as assistant to former Con­
gressman James C. Oliver, as a legislative researcher in the 
U.S. Library of Congress, state coordinator for the Area 
Redevelopment Administration for Maine, and as Secre­
tary of State for Maine.
A native of Presque Isle, Akeley received his B.S. degree 
in agronomy from the University of Maine in 1937 and his 
M.S. degree in 1942. He has been associated with federal 
program of potato investigations since 1932 when he as­
sumed the responsibility for conducting the federal breeding 
program at Aroostook Farm in Presque Isle. He was trans­
ferred to Beltsville, Md., in 1956, as leader of the National 
Potato-Breeding Program for the U.S. Department of Argi- 
culture. His work in potato breeding and culture has re­
ceived national and international recognition.
Professor Hatch was bom in Isleboro and was graduated 
from the University of Maine in 1924 with a B.S. in civil 
engineering. He received the master’s degree in sanitary 
engineering from Harvard University in 1925. Professor 
Hatch has served as a faculty member at Harvard, Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania, and the University of Pittsburgh. 
While at Harvard he assisted in organizing the department 
of industrial hygiene. Later he served as chief engineer of 
the division of industrial hygiene of the New York Depart­
ment of Labor. In 1942 he became a major in the Armored 
Medical Research Laboratory at Fort Knox. He has also 
held several other important health posts. In 1962 he re­
ceived the Bronfman Prize for public health achievement.
Born in Rockland, Professor Piston received his A.B. 
degree summa cum laude from Harvard University in 1924. 
In 1953 he was awarded an honorary Doctor of Music de­
gree by Harvard. After studying musical composition in 
Paris, he returned to Harvard as a member of the music 
department faculty. Later he was named Walter W. Naum- 
burg Professor of Music. He received the Pulitzer prize in 
music in 1948 and again in 1961. He has also received 
many other honors in the field of music.
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'95 - Senior Alumni - '16
Row One—left to right—George D. Bearce ’ll, Janies A. Gannett ’08, Harold S. Boardman ’95, A. P. Wyman ’07, Fred W. Matheas ’07, Joe
K. Goodrich ’07, H.E. McKenzie ’07, Edward M. Partridge ’12, Terschak F. Bye ’07, Lore A. Rogers ’96.
Row Two—left to right—Forrest P. Kingsbury ’ll, Warren H. Sava:y ’12, Ernest T. Walker ’ll, A. P. Rounds ’07, Herbert H. Green ’07, Roy
G. Hamlin ’07, R. F. Talbot ’07, Warren McDonald ’12, Howe W. Hall ’14.
Row Three—left to right—Charles E. Stickney ’10, Mrs. Charles Stickney, David Crowell ’15, Freeman M. Sampson ’05, Karl MacDonald ’07, 
William E. Schrumpf ’12, Fred D. Knight ’09, C. A. Plumly ’09, Estelle I. Beaupre ’14.
Row Four—left to right—Arthur B. Richardson ’ll, Mrs. Ernest Lamb, Marlborough Packard ’16, R. A. Seabury ’12, Walter O. Harvey ’09, 
Arthur E. Silver ’02, Mrs. Clinton A. Plumly.
Row Five—left to right—Ernest Lamb ’10, Mrs. Julius Kritter, Julius H. Kritter ’16, Clifton E. Chandler ’13, Mrs. Elton Towle, Elton L. Towle 
’09.
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Row One—left to right—Arthur Blanchard, Mrs. Arthur Blanchard, Stanley G. Phillips, Mrs. Stanley G. Phillips, Mrs. 
George F. Sweet, Royal G. Higgins Jr., Mrs. Royal H ggins Jr., Mrs. Frank O. Stephens, Frank O. Stephens, Elizabeth N. 
Merrill, Cmdr. William E. Nash, Hildegarde M. McCusker, Col. Joseph A. McCusker, Donald S. Welch, Elsa W. Jacobs, 
Maurice Jacobs, Grace (Bristol) Coffin, Carl S. Johnson, George F. Sweet.
Row Two—left to right—Mrs. Frederick P. Jones, Noel D. Godfrey, F. D. Crowell, F. J. Savage, Edith Ingraham Glover, 
Mrs. E. I. Clapp, Ruth (March) F. Dolloff, Earl R. Brawn, Eleanor B. Brawn, Laura M. Wadlin, George K. Wadiin, F. G. 
Sherman, Raymond B. Steward, Sr., Nan Steward, Frances (Lougee) Smith, Dorothy (Mercier) Furbish, Cornelia (Phelps) Bald­
win, Betty McKown, Dick McKown. e 41.
Row Three—left to right—Frederick P. Jones, Frances E. Wright, William T. W'right, Pat French, Helen (Danforth) 
West, Elwood I. Clapp, Myrtle Dempsey, Doris Savage, Harlan C. Dolloff ’22, Flora (Howard) Mayo, Seth E. Libby, Garth A. 
Noyes, Elsie I. Simpson, William A. Simpson, George E. Hansen, W. G. Waldenburg, Mrs. Marjorie Kloss.
Row Four—left to right—Raymond F. Pendleton, Ed. J. Dempsey, Denis S. O’Connor, Bryant L. Hopkins, Mrs. Jj^yant 
Hopkins, Mrs. Howard L. Jenkins, Mrs. Howard B. Hiller, Elty C. Guiou, Luther N. Amos, John F. Locke, Margaret (Wood) 
Locke, Helen (Greeley) Libby, Clyde F. Mower, Mrs. Clyde Mower, Warren Beckler, Dwight L. Crockett, Theodore E. Kloss, 
C. A. Furbish. „ „ , . _ _
Row Five—left to right— H. L. Jenkins, Howard B. Hiller, Mrs. C. E. Crossland, Charles E. Crossland, Royce D. Mc­
Alister, Russell V. Waterhouse.
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Row One—left to right—Foster B. Blake, Dorothea Blake, E. D. “Bill” Feeney, Margaret (Fraser ’26) Feeney, Muriel 
(Goodrich) Davee, Lawrence W. Davee, Mary (McLean) Noyes, George A. Moore, Ardis (Lancey) Moore, Mrs. Ivan Craig, 
Ivan L. Craig, Ian M. Rusk. . . .«
Row Two—left to right—Helena (Derby) Reed, Fred Marston, Catherine Marston, Blanche Healey, Estelle Nason, Martha 
Chase, Edith T. Turner, Henry P. Turner, Parker W. Patterson, Ruth A. Patterson, Elizabeth A. Rusk.
Row Three—left to right—John N. Needham, Hester M. Needham, Fannie (Cutler) Welton, Melvin E. Healey, Carleton 
A. Walker, Sumner P. Hopkins, Mrs. William Connon, William D. Connon, Leslie W. Hutchins, Mary D. Herrick, Winslow 
K. Herrick. . w „ __ _, ..
Row Four—left to right—Jacob N. Bishop, Jr., Elizabeth Bishop ’69, Gardner B. Tibbetts, Walter L. Perro, Mrs. Walter 
Perro, Harold F. Dana, Helen (Pulsifer) Dana, Robert W. Laughlin, Philip R. White.
'27, We're Truly Sorry
I
V
With regret, we must inform members of the Class of 1927 that their reunion photograph was a double 
exposure and unsuitable for reproduction in the Maine Alumnus.
Forty-seven members of the Class of 1927 returned for their 40th reunion and we are truly sorry that 
we are unable to picture those class members who turned out.
However, the least we can do is list those who did pose for their picture and hope that will do until 
1972 and the 45th reunion.
Those who posed for our double exposure were Isabel Ames, Mr. and Mrs. H. Russell Beatty, Mr. 
and Mrs. Earle T. Blodgett, Lewis “Jack” Carpenter, Richard G. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Culbertson, 
Richard C. Dolloff, Merrill H. Dooey, George F. Dow, Ed and Jerry (Wentworth) Engel, Ken and Mae 
(Kirk) Field, Ernest H. Grant, Carroll E. Hackett, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hartley, Harold Hersum, Clara 
(Peabody) Hersum, Mr. and Mrs. Elwin B. Hodgins, Carl H. Lewis, J. Philip Moore, Albert D. Nutting, 
Mr. and Mrs. Selden J. Pearce, Donald and Effie (Bradeen ’26) Ridley, John E. Stewart, Florence (Gushee) 
Taylor, Edith (O’Connor) Thaxter, Edith (Merchant) Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Waldo, Everett Waltz, 
Earle and Margaret (Preble) Webster, Irene (Lerette) Whitcomb ’26, and Frances (Sawyer) Worcester.
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Row One—left to right—Paul G. Butler, Winston C. Robbins, Edward W. Buzzell, Marian (Davis) Cooper, Edith (Tal­
bot) Ness, Francis “Pat” McCabe, Amel F. Kisonak, Ross Masterman, Carlton L. Goodwin, Laura (Gross) Dunham, Raymond 
Wendell, Jo (Carbone) Feeney, Steve Grady.
Row Two—left to right—Loring Swain, Marjorie Swain, Gladys Buzzell, Katherine Trickey, Mollie (Rubin) Stern, Harry 
Paul, John W. Roche, Jim Bates, Tom Russell, Larry Sweetser.
Row Three—left to right—Gordon S. Hayes, Marion (Dickson) Lester ’33, Donald L. Lester, Helen (Steams) Hincks, Mar­
garet Armstrong, Doris (Dunphy) Bassett, Marjorie (Vloulton) Murphy ’33, William J. Murphy, Abby (Sargent) Neese, M. T. 
Hilborn, Roy Holmes.
Row Four—left to right—Jerre Hacker, Grace (Watson) Wendell ’38, Louise (Hill) Robbins ’33, Priscilla Noddin, Angela 
Miniutti, Anna (Lyon) Sims, James “Milt” Sims, Julie Fickett, Cal Fickett, Ted Nutting.
w.
Row One—left to right—Shirley Parsons, George Grange, Barbara (Bertels) Byrnes, Hope (Wing) Weston, Barbara (Lan­
caster) Raymond, Lucille (Bell) Grange ’39, Katherine (Bunker) Berry. „
Row Two__ left to right— Edwin H. Bates, Raynor Brown, John F. Bennett, Jr., Robert E. Laverty, Richard N. Berry.
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/Watch Recipients
Charles M. Belisle (left) of Biddeford and Patricia K. Cochrane 
(center) of Bangor received the annual watch awards on Class Day. 
Joseph M. Murray (right), professor of zoology and former dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences, made the presentation of the Wash­
ington Alumni Association Watch to Belisle and the Portland Alum­
nae Memorial Watch to Miss Cochrane.

2Row One—left to right—George O. Chase, Lillian (Kopelow) Paladino, Thomas F. Moore, Bob Bowser, Bette (Barker) 
Taverner, Wallace K. Francis, Ellie (Ward) Rheinlander, Dorothy (Brewer) Erikson, Jane (Page) Wells, Murriel (Pratt) Fuller, 
Marion (Libby) Broaddus, James F. Smith, Donald G. Griffee.
Row Two—left to right—Ralph Dale, Marion (Lundgren) Kelly, Ema (Davis) Wentworth, Jo (Blake) Bail, Harold Blood, 
Mary L. (White) Griffee, Lois (Stone) McMurray, Lois (Long) Stone, Maddy (Banton) Brackett, Mary (Cowin) Leavitt, Cher- 
rie (Thome) Kaifer, Robert B. McLeary, Jr., Harold A. Garfinkle, John D. FitzPatrick.
Row Three—left to right— Paul M. Beegel, Francis S. Andrews, Barbara (Savage) Cuetara, Richard Day, John H. Reed, 
Irwin R. H'ggins. Robert A. Elwell, Radford W. Luther, Edward F. Ruddock, Homer C. Woodward, Priscilla Thurlow, 
Stanley Phillips, Richard Fielding, Herbert Findlen.
Row Four—left to right—Barbara (Emmons) Payson, Jeannette (Berry) W'hitten, Helen (Thorndike) Robertson, Winfield C. 
Hodgkins, Harry S. Hopkins. Warren B. Randall. Nancy Philbrook, Robert E. Chute, Mark W. Ingraham, Jr., Don E. Mar- 
riner, Larry Leavitt, Earl Hodgkins, Leland F. Carter, Nat Crowley.
PhylhMpSeton? B?agj;8ht—Mai7 (Sawyer) ,ordan> “»• J” (Durgin) Banton, Sally (Phillips) Bickford, Lala (Jones) Dinsmore, 
Row Thr?Z!jLftt%rflSi\T,^ni(A,?«ros9^haw» Eve,y«» (Foster) Adams, Lois (Hovey) Ward, John H. Bragg.
eft to right Evelyn (Fogg) Blaney, Barbara (Mills) Browne, Jo Ann (Bouchard) LaBarge, Ken LaBarge.'47
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'52
Row One—left to right—John Moore ’51, Harrison Homans, Ann (Preble) Smith, Owen M. Smith, Ben R. Chapman, Ida 
(Moreshead) Wiley.
Row Two—left to right—Hugo H. Cross, Gerard Vigue, Otis J. Sproul, Frances (Dion) Ditelberg, Arthur R. McAlister.
Row Three—left to right—Mrs. Ralph A. Martin, Mary (Snyder) Dow, Dick Dow, Bob Estabrook, Gerry Estabrook. 
Joyce Davis.
Row Four—left to right—Ralph A. Martin, Marnie (Murray) Pease, Al Pease, Nancy (Knowles) Moore, Walter Davis.
'57
Row One—left to right—Claudie (Halle) Higgins, Paul Hester, Connie (Doe) Leslie, Maria E. DeGrasse, Eben E. De­
Grasse, Nancy (McGouIdrick) Guthy, Peter J. Guthy, Jr. ’56, Sandra Noyes, John Burnham.
Row Two—left to right—Gene Higgins ’59, Judy (Carroll) Stockbridge, Rose (Wedge) Paul, Sallyann (Johnson) Main, Mar­
shall Main ’61, Barbara (Dow) Turner, Max Burry. _
Row Three—left to right—Bob Provencher, Lois (Whitcomb) Jones, Daisy Raymond, Barbara (Swann) Pineau, “Mingie 
McCann, Bob Cruickshank, Doris (Richards) Marshall, Scott Marshall, Glenn Averill.
Row Four—left to right—Robert Jones, Jane (Caton) Beaulieu, Joan B. Mavor, Ronald T. Mavor, Mary Ella (Ginn) 
Averill, William D. Scott.
25
'62 Row One—left to right—Rosemary (Lear) Crouse, Connie (Yeaton) Brooks, George W. Brooks, Ann (Adjutant) Billings. Row Two—left to right—Robert E. Pendleton, Jr., Hana Strnad, Jane (Bates) Nourse, Leonard R. Nilson, Lin Billings. Row Three—left to right—Phil McCarthy, Eli Karter, Tim Robbins, Chester Carville.
Harry Ellsworth (left) and Owen Wells
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1900 AUTENSE L U L E E N COUSENS 
HINCKS (MRS. J.L.S. HINCKS), 86, of Millis, 
Mass., formerly of Old Town, on April 27, 
1967 at Millis, Massachusetts. Native of Old 
Town. Survivors: four nephews, one niece. 
Chai ter member Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1901 FRED LEWIS MARTIN, 88, of Seattle, 
Wash., on March 4, 1967, at Seattle, Wash. 
Native of Franklin. Retired in 1950 after a 
career as advertising and sales executive. 
Owned and operated the college store for two 
years in Oak Hall. President of senior class. 
A clock in the Peabody Lounge of the Me­
morial Union at the University was the gift 
of Mr. Martin in memory of the class of 
1901. 1 Survivors include his wife and one 
brother, George A. ’12, Vacaville, Calif. Mr. 
Martin was a charter member of Phi Kappa 
Sigma Fraternity.
1904 VAUGHAN JONES, 85, of Wichita, 
Kan., on Jan. 18, 1967, at Wichita, Kansas. Na­
tive of Caribou. Retired civil engineer. On Aug. 
23, 1966, Mr. and Mrs. Jones observed 55 
years of marriage. Survivors- wife, daughter, 
two grandchildren, brother, Austin ’12, of 
Veazie. Member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
/
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NECROLOGY
1906 ARTHUR BARTLETT PLUMMER, 84, 
of North Anson, on May 5, 1967, at Skow­
hegan. Native of North New Portland. Car 
salesman, fruit farmer, band leader. Survivors: 
wife, brother, grandson. Member Phi Gamma 
Delta Fraternity.
1909 RALPH LYSANDER JACKSON, 81, of 
North Abington, Mass., on Dec. 15, 1966, at 
North Abington, Massachusetts. Native of Jef­
ferson. Retired from Groisser & Schlager Iron 
Works at Somerville, Massachusetts. Survivors. 
One brother, James F. ’12, Staten Island, N.Y., 
son, Robert ’39, North Abington, Mass., three 
grandchildren. Member Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Fraternity.
1909 JOE WARREN GERRITY, 80, of New­
ton, Mass., on April 6, 1967, at Boston, Massa­
chusetts. Native of Prospect. Founder and 
chairman of the board of the Gerrity Company, 
wholesale lumber organization. Among (he 
many directorships held, he was a trustee of 
Jackson Memorial Laboratory, Bar Harbor, 
and the Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor. 
On Jan. 5, 1967, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrity ob­
served 53 years of marriage. Survivors: wife, 
two sons, 12 grandchildren, Member Kappa 
Sigma Fraternity.
1909 RALPH SIMPSON HAYWARD, 80, of 
Machias, on April 12, 1967, at Machias. Native 
of Old Mystic, Connecticut. Attended U. of 
Maine one year; graduated from Bates Col­
lege. Post-graduate work at Yale University. In 
the teaching profession for 57 years, 35 years 
as vice principal at Wilby High School, Water­
bury, Connecticut. In 1944, returned to Machias 
and taught at Machias High School and Wash­
ington Academy, East Machias. Survivors: 
wife, son, daughter, brother, sister, eight grand­
children, and four great-grandchildren.
1911 LESTER LATHAM BENNETT, 80, of 
Leicester, Mass., on Feb. 1, 1967, at Leicester, 
Massachusetts. Native of Jefferson, N.H. Re­
tired as weaver in a woolen mill. Served in 
U.S. Army in World War I. Survivors: wife, 
five step-children; three half brothers, Henry G. 
Webster ’22, Farmington, Fred Webster ’18, 
Belfast, three half sisters.
1911 ARTHUR LEON SCO1T, 79, of Doyles­
town, Pa., on March 7, 1967, at Doylestown. 
Native of North Adams, Massachusetts. At­
tended the University for two years; graduated 
from Dartmouth 1913. Industrial engineer, 
Stevens Co., Boston; Rath String Co., Boston, 
Mass.; Edwards Shoe Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
1948-1966. Served as second lieutenant U.S. 
Army, World War I. Survivors: wife, daughter. 
Member Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1911 THOMAS EDWARD HOUGHTON, 77, 
of Fort Fairfield, on May 11, 1967, at Fort 
Fairfield. Prominent Aroostook potato grower 
and shipper. Outstanding farmer award 1957 
U. of Maine Farm and Home Week. Former 
member of the Maine House of Representatives 
and trustee of the University of Maine for 21 
years. Survivors: wife, two daughters, one Mrs. 
Harris (Frances ’44) Whited, Fort Fairfield, two 
sons, Thomas E. Jr. ’37, Fort Fairfield, John 
W. ’42, Ft. Kent, 13 grandchildren, Mrs. 
George M. (Patricia Houghton ’63) Greene III, 
State College, Pa., Nancy Houghton ’66, Houl­
ton, Carol Ann Whited ’67, Orono, Bonnie 
Lee Houghton ’68, Orono, Judith H. Houghton 
’69, Orono, Priscilla Jane Whited ’70, Orono; 
two great-grandchildren. Charter member Sig­
ma Nu Fraternity
1912 ARTHUR LINWOOD ADAMS, 84, of 
Brewer, on March 10, 1967, at Bangor. Native 
of Brewer. Electrical engineer for Puerto Rico 
Sugar Company. Spent most of his life in 
Puerto Rico and Santo Domingo. Survivors in­
clude: brother, two daughters, son, sister, 11 
grandchildren.
1912 SHERMAN LESLIE QUIMBY, 81, of 
Orrington, on May 18, 1966, in Bangor. Native 
of Orrington. Attended U of M three years; 
graduated Holly School Steam Engineering, 
Boston, Massachusetts. One of Maine’s first 
state fire wardens; substitute mail carrier. Sur­
vivors: wife, son, two daughters, six grandchil­
dren, two great-grandchildren, one niece.
1913 JOHN WALTER HART, 74, of Brewer, 
on May 18, 1966, at Brewer. Native of Holden. 
Retired in 1961 after 30 years with the Soil 
Conservation Service. Previously served as di­
rector for Maine of the Division of Land Utili­
zation, of the Resettlement Administration. Sur­
vivors: wife, son, Gerald F. ’38, of Brewer, 
two grandchildren, one Suzanne K. Hart ’68, 
Brewer, one niece. Member of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon Fraternity.
1913 JOHN WALLACE BARFORD, 76, of 
Kinderhook, N.Y., on June 10, 1966, at Scotts­
ville, New York. Native of Canaan, New York. 
Employed by Elmore Milling Co. Retired in 
1963. Survivors: wife, son, three daughters, 
sister, brother.
1914 FRANK CARROLL KENDRICK, 71, of 
Biddeford, on May 1, 1967, in Biddeford. Na­
tive of Dayton (Me.). Owner and operator of 
several area cattle farms. Official of H.G. 
Hutchinson Insurance Co. which he joined in 
1932; an erector for Saco Lowell shops and a 
state dairy herd inspector. Veteran of U.S. 
Navy, World War I. There are no survivors.
*
1914 GEORGE JAMES STOBIE, 77, of 
Augusta and Sarasota, Fla., on March 21, 1967, 
at Sarasota, Fla. Native of Scotland. Employed 
by Hollingsworth and Whitney Paper Co; 
pitched two seasons with the Boston Red Sox. 
From 1929 until retirement in 1950 served as 
Maine’s commissioner of Inland Fisheries and 
Game. Survivors: wife, two daughters, son, sis­
ter, 9 grandchildren, three great-grandchildren. 
Member Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
1916 WILLIAM ROBERT NUGENT, 74, of 
Jackson Heights, N.Y., on March 19, 1967, at 
Jackson Heights, N.Y. Native of Portland. 
Civil engineer with the New York Transit 
Authority as structural designer from 1923 until 
retirement in 1959. Served with 301st Engi­
neers in World War I. Survivors: wife, son, 
brother, two grandchildren. Member Alpha 
Tau Omega Fraternity.
1917 PARKMAN ABBOTT COLLINS, 71, of 
Wayne, formerly of Wellesley Hills, Mass., on 
March 31, 1967, at Wales, Mass., while visiting 
his son. Native of Yarmouth. Retired in 1961 
after 36 years as New England Sales Manager 
for Warren Pumps, Inc., of Warren, Massachu­
setts. Survivors: wife, son, two daughters, one 
Mrs. E. Anna ’44 LeBeau, Princeton, Mass., 
eight grandchildren, niece and nephew. Served 
as second lieutenant in World War I Air 
Force. Member Theta Chi Fraternity.
1917 HAROLD PIERCE ANDREWS, of Yar­
mouth, on May 2, 1967, at Portland. Native of 
Monmouth. Forester with Great Northern 
Paper Co. for several years. High school prin­
cipal for 30 years serving at Winterport, 
Bridgton, Unity, Porter, and University of 
Maine, Portland. Survivors: wife, daughter, two 
sons. Member Theta Chi Fraternity.
1918 MARK VERNON CROCKETT, 76, of 
West Roxbury, Mass., on Aug. 23, 1966, at 
West Brookfield, Massachusetts. Native of West 
Milan, New Hampshire. After graduating at the 
University, earned LLB 1927, Suffolk University 
Law School; MEd Boston State College 1941. 
Admitted to Massachusetts Bar 1927. Teacher 
at Gloucester (Mass.) High School and Boston 
public schools for 26 years, Lesley College, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1937-1961. Head of history 
department and executive head Lesley Col­
lege. Honorary degrees: EDD Suffolk Univer­
sity 1942 and LLD Lesley College 1961. Veter­
an U.S. Navy, World War I. Survivors: wife, 
two sons, one Peter N. ’47, Wappingers Falls 
N.Y., one daughter, Mrs. Donald A. (Mary ’51) 
Matsden, Jr., Francestown, N.H., sister, 10 
grandchildren. Member Theta Chi Fraternity.
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1918 JOANNA MARY THAANUM MAN­
WELL, of Winthrop, on April 28, 1967, at 
Salisbury, Massachusetts. Native of Kilnamock, 
Scotland MEd in 1952. Teacher at North Mon­
mouth Academy many years and at Jay, North 
Attleboro, Mass, and at Westbrook for 12 
years. Retired 1954. Survivors: daughter, Mrs. 
Henry A. (Joan ’44) Leach, Middletown, Mass., 
two sons. Charter member Delta Delta Delta 
Sorority.
1920 RICHARD HENRY HOWELL, 70, of 
Hampden, on April 27, 1967, at Bangor. Native 
of Portland. Teacher for 37 years. Served as 
principal of schools in Stratton, Sangerville, 
Stonington, and Belgrade; sub-master at Hamp­
den Academy and Madison. Retired 1963. 
World War I Army veteran; in World War II 
served as colonel on Gov. Hildreth’s staff. Sur­
vivors: wife, brother, niece. Member Sigma Chi 
Fraternity.
1920 ROBERT CAMPBELL WHITCOMB, 
69, of St. Petersburg, Fla., on May 13, 1967, 
unexpectedly, at St. Petersburg, Florida. Native 
of Orono. Retired from postal service. Sur­
vivors: wife, daughter, four sons. Member 
Sigma Chi Fraternity.
1921 ERLING HEISTAD, 70, of Lebanon, 
N.H., on May 15, 1967, at Hanover, New 
Hampshire. Native of Tonsberg, Norway. 
Teacher and ski coach from 1922 until retire­
ment in 1963. Summer camp counselor for 21 
years. Cabinet maker, designer and builder of 
sailboats of sloop variety. In 1954 a 40 meter 
hill was named for him. Elected in 1966 to Ski 
Hall-Of-Fame at Ishpeming, Michigan. Nordic 
officer at Olympic ski, meet, Squaw Valley, 
1960. Served in Infantry, World War II. Sur­
vivors: wife, son, two daughters, six grand­
children, brother, Trygve ’24, Augusta, four sis­
ters, one Mrs. John F. (Solveig ’31) Hennings, 
Falmouth, nieces, nephews.
1921 FRANK BROWN ELLS, 68, of Cam­
bridge, Mass., on May 4, 1967, at Boston. Na­
tive of Portland. Retired sales engineer for 
Sperry Rand Co. Outstanding in Masonry; 
among offices held, Past Illustrious Potentate, 
Aleppo Temple. Survivors: son, sister. Member 
Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
1921 ONESIME PAUL CYR, 68, of Water­
ville, on May 4, 1967, while on a fishing trip at 
Sheepscot Lake, in Palermo. Native of Van 
Buren. Attended St. Mary’s College, Van 
Buren; graduated University of Maine School 
of Pharmacy. Registered pharmacist for 47 
years. Until retirement in 1963, owned and 
operated drug store in Waterville. Survivors: 
wife, two daughters, son, Paul J. ’45, of Rocky 
Hill, Conn., three sisters, five grandchildren.
1921 LELAND ALBION PAGE, 68, of South 
Portland, formerly of Brewer, on April 17, 
1967, at Portland. Native of Kingfield. Also 
attended Burdett College. Retired as salesman 
in 1965. Survivors: wife, daughter, son, sister, 
Lena (Page ’20) Spalding, Hastings-on-the- 
Hudson, four grandchildren. Member Phi 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1922 ANNA CAROLINE GRANGER COBB 
WEDELL (MRS. GEORGE E.), 68, of Port 
Arthur, Texas, on Nov. 17, 1966, at Place 
Grove, Texas, a suburb of Port Arthur. Native 
of Roxbury, Massachusetts. Survivors: husband, 
son, daughter, eight grandchildren. Member 
Delta Delta Delta Sorority.
1922 EARL CRANSTON MCGRAW, 68, of 
Hampden, on April 8, 1967, at Bangor. Native 
of Caribou. MA at Bates College 1927. Prin­
cipal at Hampden Academy, Woodland, and 
Winter Harbor High Schools and Mattanaw- 
cook Academy, Lincoln. Served as superin­
tendent of schools in Union 131 and MS AD 22. 
Retired in 1966. Author and publisher of na­
tionally used teachers plan book. Survivors: 
wife, daughter, Mrs. Melvin (Loraine ’53) Mor­
gan, of Hampden, son, Earl C. Jr., ’59, of 
Bangor, three grandchildren.
1922 LOUIS RICH, 67, of Los Angeles, 
Calif., on Jan. 6, 1967, at Los Angeles. Native 
of Russia. Engineering and construction de­
partment of the Pacific Telephone and Tele­
graph Company. Also studied at U. of 
Southern California and University of Cali­
fornia. Retired April 1964. Survivors: wife, son, 
sister. Served in SATC. Member Phi Epsilon 
Pi.
1923 MILLARD EDWARD LIBBY, 69, of 
Milford, on March 24, 1967, at Bangor. Native 
of Milford. Retired as a state auditor following 
25 years of service. Survivors: wife, nieces and 
nephews. Naval veteran of World War I.
1923 FRANK WILLIAM RILEY, 64, of 
Sabattus, on March 23, 1967, at Lewiston. Na­
tive of Webster. Also attended Auburn Maine 
School of Commerce. He graduated from La­
Salle School of Accounting. Retired in 1966 
as Owner-operator of Huen Grocery Store, 
Sabattus. Survivors: wife, son, two daughters, 
father, brother, sister, seven grandchildren.
1923 DANIEL FERRIS THOMAS, 66, of 
Franklin, Mass., on March 20, 1967, at Attle­
boro, Massachusetts. Native of Camden. At 
retirement in 1965 had completed 40 years of 
service with Sperry Rand Corporation, 
Remington Division. Lieutenant Commander 
in the Naval reserve 1942—1945. Survivors: 
wife two daughters, sister, brother, six grand­
children. Member of Phi Kappa Sigma Fra­
ternity.
1923 JOHN ALBERT SANBORN, 65, of 
Larchmont, N.Y., on Oct. 25, 1966, at Larch­
mont, New York. Native of Norway (Me). He 
earned an LLD at New York University in 
1932, JSD in 1933. Also attended George 
Washington University, Retired in 1966 as 
vice president and general manager of the 
Manufacturers Aircraft Association. Formerly 
an assistant examiner in the United States 
Patent Office, a patent expert in the office of 
the Judge Advocate, the War Department, and 
arbitrator for the aircraft industry in pro­
ceedings under the Patent Cross-License agree­
ment. Survivors: wife, son, daughter, brother, 
James W. ’35 of South Windham, two sisters 
and several grandchildren. Member Beta Theta 
Pi Fraternity.
1924 FREDERICK LINWOOD SMALL, 65, 
of Bar Harbor, unexpectedly, on April 15, 
1967. Native of Bar Harbor. Retired member 
Bar Harbor Fire Department. Survivors: wife, 
son, Frederick L. Jr. ’59, of Suitland, Md., and 
Washington, D.C., five sisters, two grandchil­
dren, one niece, several nephews. Member 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1925 LESTER LINWOOD NORTON, 63, of 
Cornish, on April 3, 1967, unexpectedly, in 
Cornish. Native of Cornish. Pharmacist, 
painter, paper hanger. Survivors, wife, son, 
Richard D. ’58, of Cornish.
1925 ROGER BESSOM STONE, 63, of Port­
land, on Nov. 3, 1965, at Portland. Native of 
Lynn, Mass. Employed by Lumberman’s Mu­
tual Casualty Co., Portland for 14 years, 
serving as vice president 1939—1943. Also 
worked for Maine Casualty and Bonding Co. 
In 1961 retired from Surburban Propane Gas 
Co., Portland. Served as Lieutenant in U.S. 
Naval Reserve in South Pacific in World War 
II. Survivors include: wife, mother, . two 
brothers, several nieces and nephews. Member 
of Sophomore Owls and Kappa Sigma Fratern­
ity.
1926 HOWARD MERTON GARDNER, 64, 
of Orono, on March 8, 1967, unexpectedly, at 
Orono. Native of Brockton, Mass. Owner and 
operator of Gardner Signs, former aircraft pro­
peller mechanic and farmer. Assistant engineer 
and safety director Penobscot Chemical Fibre 
Co., 1925-1942. Recently employed U. of M. 
Campus. Tenth generation Mayflower descen­
dant. Survivors include wife. Member of Theta 
Chi Fraternity.
1927 CLAUDE GERALD LOVELY, 75, of 
Albuquerque, N.M., on April 23, 1967, at a 
veterans’ Hospital, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Native of Old Town. Before moving to New 
Mexico 15 years ago, he was a teacher at Old 
Town High School and a guidance director at 
Bangor High School. He was a veteran of 
World War I. Survivors include his wife, a 
daughter, Mrs. Donald R. (Mary ’43) Cacamise, 
Albuquerque, N.M., a son, four grandchildren. 
Mr. Lovely was a member of Phi Kappa Fra-, 
ternity.
1930 GERALD WHITNEY BUTLER, 54, of 
New York City, Feb. 1, 1960, unexpectedly, at 
his home. Native of Dover Foxcroft. Equip­
ment engineer for long lines department at 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. Sur­
vivors include: mother, wife, two sisters, one. 
Mrs. Eileen ’43 Lund. Dover-Foxcroft, two. 
brothers, Roland D ’30, Manchester, N.H., 
Omar ’35, Dover-Foxcroft, nieces and nephews. 
Member Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
1935 RALPH FORREST HIGGINS, 49, of 
Dennysville, on Feb. 15, 1961, at his home. 
Native of Dennysville. Owner and operator 
general store. In World War II, served in U.SV 
Army for one and one-half years. Survivors: 
wife, two sons, three sisters.
1939 ANITA MILLER MANEY (MRSV 
JAMES R.) 48, of Monmouth Beach, N.J., on 
Sept. 30, 1966, at her home. Native of Long 
Branch, New Jersey. Teacher Tinton Falls and. 
Swimming River Schools; part-time secretary. 
Survivors: mother, husband, son, daughter^ 
sister, three brothers, nine nephews, 12 nieces^ 
Mrs. Maney was a member of Alpha Omicron, 
Pi Sorority.
1939 OWEN ALBERT LYNCH, 50, of Lin^ 
coin, on April 23, 1967, at Lincoln. Native of 
Lincoln. Also attended Nichols College. Em-, 
ployed 31 years by Eastern Division of Stand-, 
ard Packaging Corporation. Veteran of four- 
years service in U.S. Army Air Force, World} 
War II. Survivors: daughter, son, two sisters^ 
two brothers, one, Laurence C. ’34, Orrington, 
nieces and nephews.
1950 HERBERT ALVIN HARRIMAN, 40,. 
Peabody, Mass., on March 12, 1967, at Salem, 
Mass. Native of New Haven, Conn. Electrical^ 
design engineer at General Electric Co., West. 
Lynn plant, from 1950 until illness forced his, 
retirement. Served two years U.S. Navy, World; 
War II. Survivors include: wife, daughter, son, 
two sisters, Mrs. Robert (Phyllis ’51) Bradford,. 
Dixfield; Mrs. Theodore (Gertrude ’53) - Metz-, 
ger, Titusville, Fla.
i
1951 ROBERT MARSHALL HUME JR., 45,. 
of Millinocket, on March 22, 1967, at his home.. 
Native of Millinocket. Also attended Yale., 
Publisher of Millinocket Journal, reportedly, 
oldest weekly mimeographed paper in Maine.^ 
Served in U.S. Army in World War II. Sur-v. 
vivors: mother, four sons, one Robert M. Ill 
’70, U of M, brother, nieces, nephews.
1953 JOHN NILES BEECKEL, 39, of Au-, 
gusta, formerly of Woodcliff Lake, N.J., on, 
March 16, 1967, at Veterans Administration^ 
Hospital, West Roxbury, Mass. Native of Fyza- 
bad, Trinidad, BWI. Also received a Master’s, 
degree from Maine in 1954. Driver education 
teacher Cony High School, Augusta, and safety 
supervisor Augusta schools for past 13 years,. 
Survivors include: wife, parents, two brothers, 
four sons, three daughters, aunt and uncle.. 
Served in U.S. Navy four years in World War- 
II. Member Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1960 RICHARD DEANE FA YLE, 34, of- 
Bar Harbor, formerly of Old Town, on March; 
28, 1967, unexpectedly at Bar Harbor. Native, 
of Old Town. Teacher. Served in U.S. Navy, 
in Korean Conflict. Survivors: parents, fathep- 
Leslie E. Fayle. ’24, of Old Town, brother,„ 
sister, two nieces, two nephews.
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1964 LT. DANA LEON GERALD, 24, of 
Fairfield, in Viet Nam “on combat duty” 
March 11, 1967. Native of Waterville. Enlisted 
Nov. 1964, and commissioned upon graduation 
from OCS at Ft. Benning, Ga. Assigned to 
Viet Nam July 13, 1966. He was a platoon 
leader with Co. C, 2nd Battalion, 5th Brigade, 
1st Cavalry Division Airmobile. Survivors in­
clude: father, step-mother, three step-brothers, 
a step-sister, paternal grandmother, maternal 
grandmother, aunts and uncles. Member of 
Theta Chi Fraternity.
1965 LT. PAUL LEWIS STIMPSON, 24, of 
Westbrook, on April 22, 1967, in Viet Nam, in 
the service of his country. Native of Portland. 
Lt. Stimpson was serving with an Army Artil­
lery Unit and died in an airplane crash during 
an assault mission. Survivors: parents, wife, 
daughter, sister. Member of Phi Gamma Delta 
Fraternity.
i
1965 TERESA CLARK HAMLIN (MRS. H. 
MERTON HAMLIN), 63, of Randolph, on 
April 13, 1967, at Gardiner. Native of Gardi­
ner. Graduate Farmington State Teachers Col­
lege 1922. Taught in schools of Randolph, and 
Gardiner since 1922; principal Randolph Gram­
mar School 1933-1955, elementary supervisor 
Randolph and Pittston since 1955. Only a few 
days before her death the directors of MSAD 
11 renamed the Randolph school the Teresa C 
Hamlin School in her honor. Survivors; hus­
band, sister, brother, nieces, nephews.
1966 CAPTAIN HAROLD ELIHU PLUM, 
32, of Cape Neddick, on April 14, 1967, in 
mountains near El Toro, Calif., in a helicopter 
crash. The helicopter was being delivered to 
El Toro Marine Air Station. Native of Middle­
town, Connecticut. Capt. Plum had just re­
turned from 13 months duty in Viet Nam where 
he served as a helicopter pilot. He had been 
awarded the Air Medal and the Distinguished 
Flying Cross for heroism. Had served in the 
Marines for nine years; four years in the 
reserve. Survivors: parents, wife, two sons, 
brother.
1969 RICHARD BARRY WOOD, of Sabat- 
tus, on July 29, 1966, at Lewiston, from in­
juries received in an automobile accident. Na­
tive of Lewiston. He would have entered his 
sophomore year at the University of Maine. 
Survivors: parents, brother, two sisters, pater­
nal grandparents and maternal grandparents.
LAW SCHOOL
1905 CHARLES TOBIAS SMALLEY, 85, of 
Rockland, on March 18, 1967, at his home. 
Native of Rockland. Graduate of Law School, 
and admitted to Maine Bar in 1906. Retired 
attorney. Survivors: wife, sister, nephew.
1909 HENRY ALLAN ELLIS, 87, of Hyan­
nis, Mass., on March 24, 1967, at Hyannis, 
Massachusetts. Native of Yarmouth, Massachu­
setts. Graduate Boston University and U. of 
Maine Law School. Dean of lawyers on Cape 
Cod. Admitted to the Massachusetts Bar in 
1908. Former state representative to Massachu­
setts Legislature. In 1966, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis 
observed 63 years of marriage. Survivors: wife, 
son, two daughters, nine grandchildren, 13 
great-grandchildren.
1910 CHRISTOPHER TOOLE, JR., 86, of 
Washington, D.C., on April 2, 1967, at Wash­
ington, D.C. Native of Bangor. Attended Bow- 
doin College and graduated from U. of Maine 
Law School. Engaged in insurance business for 
30 years. Survivors: wife, two sisters, brother, 
nephews, nieces.
1912 HENRY WADDE SAWYER, 77, of Mil­
bridge, on March 15, 1967, at Machias. Native 
of Machiasport. Graduate of U. of Maine Law 
School. Member Maine Bar more than 50 
years, also Washington County Attorney. Sur­
vivors: son, step-daughter, Frances (Austin ’37) 
Spavin (Mrs. H. Arnold Spavin) Las Vegas, 
Nevada, five grandchildren, niece and nephew.
1917 ADELBERT LEROY MILES, 73, of 
Portland, on July 4, 1965, unexpectedly, at his 
home. Native of Ellsworth. Admitted to Maine 
Bar in 1917. Knox County Judge of Probate 
and Recorder for Rockland Municipal Court. 
Moved to Portland in 1933 and practiced Law 
until his death. Served in U.S. Army in World 
War I. Survivors; wife, two daughters, sister, 
10 grandchildren, one niece.
1918 ABRAHAM MORRIS, 76, of Guilford, 
on Feb. 9, 1964, at Miami Springs, Florida. 
Native of Poland. Graduate of the School of 
Law. Manager for over 30 years of Koritsky’s 
Clothing Store at Guilford. On July 23, 1963, 
he and Mrs. Morris observed 51 years of mar­
riage. Survivors: wife, daughter, two sons, 
Sumner D. ’42, Berkeley Heights, N.J., Albert 
E. ’51, East Orange, N.J., sister, three brothers.
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/ Harold S. “Prexy” Boardman cele­brated his 93rd birthday on March 
31, with a birthday cake and all the 
fixings. Attending the party at a 
Waterville motel dining room were “Prexy”, 
Bill ’21 Murray and Mrs. Murray, of Bar Har­
bor, Amos Winters ’10 and Mrs. Winters, of 
Waterville, and Russ Woolley and Brownie 
Schrumpf from the Alumni Office. “Prexy’ 
passed the test for his operator’s license and 
will be driving up to reunion in June.
It 
tary'04
is sad to relate that your secre- 
is dictating these notes in the 
F hospital, because of a broken right 
arm above the elbow a week ago. 
I fell over a throw rug in my bedroom. How­
ever, I’ll do my best to give you a short report. 
William Gill was the first classmate to reply 
to my circular letter. He and his wife are living 
in a retirement home at Croton-on-Hudson, 
New York. He says that he left Maine after 
his freshman year to accept a scholarship at 
Harvard. Following Harvard graduation he be­
came a publisher of four monthly trade maga­
zines—shoe trade. He attended his 25th and 
50th reunions at Maine. He has a son and two 
grandsons. On Oct. 23, 1967 he and Mrs. Gill 
will observe 60 years of marriage.
Judson Sipprelle was the second to report. 
He graduated in Law. He lives in Grand Valley, 
Colorado, on the “western slope of the 
Rockies.” His occupations have included farm­
ing, grocery store clerk, postmaster, Lawyer, 
banking, and for the past 50 years an agent 
for the Hartford Insurance Co. He has also 
been interested in the oil shale industry for 
past 50 years. A son and a daughter are
the 
in­
eluded in his family.
I also have letters from Dr. Ed Buker, of 
Auburn and Hollis Libby, of Salem, Ore., 
which I will use in my next column.
From my letters I have learned of the death 
of Homer F. Brown, Walter M. Boynton, 
William N. Frye, Miss Evangeline M. Haynes, 
Vaughn Jones, and George F. Lougee, Sr.
letter of March 
of ’05, I have/
Since writing my 
10 to all members 
received 16 responses; that is 61.5%, 
not too bad.
Mrs. William Low, Jr. very thoughtfully 
wrote that her father, Charles Homer Prouty, 
had passed away Nov. 22, 1966 after a long 
illness. He had passed his 85th year.
Our class expresses sympathy to Mrs. Dorothy 
W. Smalley on the death of her husband, 
Charles T. Smalley on March 15, 1967.
Mr. Christopher Hopkins, son of Leonard 
Hopkins, has written that his father was very 
weak after a hernia operation followed by 
pneumonia, but that he is slowly gaining his 
strength.
Percival R. Moody was first to come thru 
with a letter. He and Mrs. are both well and 
send best wishes to all of ’05.
Had a good long letter from C. J. Moody. 
He is looking forward to a trip this summer to 
Montana, where he spent much of his engineer­
ing life with the Reclamation Department.
Clayton Bowles tells me that Augusta (Maine) 
has had a long cold winter, he expects to get 
in some golf and work in his earden when the 
weather
Royal 
living in Gardiner. It has given him an opportu­
nity to do some lobbying in Augusta for good 
education, a duty we all have.
Prentiss French (“Pink” to 
reports that he attends the 
U of M luncheons, that they
His activitiy is
g
will permit.
Brown is a retired Methodist minister
us old timers) 
Petersburg 
75 at the 
doing his
St. 
had
February meeting, 
own housekeeping.
“Stub” Mansur, 
real old fashioned 
is just waiting for 
his summer home on Lake Cobbosseecontee.
reports athat is, Herman, 
winter for Augusta, and he 
spring to be able to go to
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Mary Williams Griffin says that she had to 
spend three weeks in Eastern Maine General 
Hospital followed by four weeks in a convales­
cent home and that she is in fairly good health 
now.
Lucian A. Thomas’ report is that he spent 
last June and July in a hospital but that now 
he is OK.
Freeman M. Sampson reports that he is 
“well, hale and hearty” also that he had the 
hard luck of winning a 1967 Camara auto­
mobile by just dropping a form in a “Barrel of 
Fun” at a garage.
Samuel B. Lincoln says that he is semi-retired, 
but still acts as a consultant on textile projects 
for Lockwood Greene Engineers and that he 
expects to retire this year after 60 years of 
service with this company.
Charles Foubert of Indian Head, Md. reports 
that his wife passed away Aug. 22, 1966 and
that he is going thru that feeling of lonsomeness 
that is natural. He has been promised by the 
War Department a W.W. I Victory Medal is 
coming his way, he will also receive a 60 year 
Masonic pin this year—two very well earned 
honors.
Geo. Huntington simply says, “Best wishes to 
all ’05 classmates.”
/ Alton Austin, Mexico, writes he is well as can be expected at 84. He 
has given up his work as caretaker 
of the Congregational church and the 
only work he has now was his garden. Last fall 
he said he had the best potatoes in his garden 
that he ever had. Bushels of them 6 inches long.
Walter St. Onge, Sr., Torrington, Conn., is 
sorry he cannot be with us at our 60th Reunion 
but his health would not permit the trip altho 
he feels fairly well at the present time.
Albert Rounds, Stoneham, Mass., has given 
up most of his building work and is taking it 
easy. He still drives his car but only in the day 
time. Unless something comes up, he hopes to 
be present at the 60th.
Under date of March 7, Mrs. Roy Whipple 
advises Roy had a stroke and pneumonia but 
was improving.
Herbert Green, Spencer, Mass., says he keeps 
busy helping his son Richard ’50 in the green­
house. He hoped to be present at the 60th Re­
union but his wife had a bad fall some years 
ago, and he will not be able to come. He still 
drives his car.
Ben Williams spent the winter with his sister 
in Cambridge, Mass. His sister had cataracts 
removed from her eyes and Ben and his nephew 
took care of the house during this time. Said 
a few old age reminders had crept up on him.
Herman McKenzie, Bog Bay, Mich., said he 
hoped to be back to the Reunion. Physically 
he is in very good condition but like many of 
us has poor eye sight, hearing and memory.
Roy Hamlin has been travelling around the 
country this past winter visiting his relatives. 
He was in St. Petersburg and took in the Jah. 
and Feb. Alumni meetings. The only ones that 
he knew were Henry Bearce ’06 and Eva 
(Libby) Jordan. He usually attends the Rotary 
District meeting each year but as it comes on 
June 2 and 3 this year, he is going to attend 
his 60th Class Reunion.
Emerson Lambe, Thomaston, had a shock 
the latter part of March and was taken to the 
Rockland hospital. When this was written, he 
had shown definite improvement and we trust 
that it continues.
Joe Goodrich, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., said 
he always planned to come to the 60th Reunion 
but circumstances might come up so that he 
could not make it. His last letter said things 
looked very favorable.
'08
When Reverend Thomas Fessenden 
of our class was a student at the 
Garrett Theological Seminary located 
on the campus of Northwestern Uni­
versity at Evanston, Illinois, Prof. John Homer 
Huddilston was an instructor in Greek at the
Evanston institution. In his course in Theology 
Tom used two text books whch Prof. Huddil­
ston had published, the “Essentials of New 
Testament Greek” and “The Irregular Greek 
Verb.” Forty three years ago, on June 8, 1924„ 
Tom delivered the Baccalaureate Sermon at the 
annual Commencement Exercises at Maine.
A letter from Elon Brown reports that he is. 
still on the job, five days a week, has not 
missed a day at the store for over a year, a 
position he has held for 25 years as of last 
February 2. Elon writes that he does not plan 
to retire as long as he is well and, in his own 
words “Hope to be there until I am at least 
90. Will try to make the U. of M. ’68 meeting 
(our 60th) if I keep well.” He recalls fondly 
some of the familiar faces of our first years in 
college: Mrs. Balentine, “Prexy” Fellows, Miss. 
Edith Patch, Professors Drew, Munson and 
Huddilston, Dean Hurd, “Reddy” Edson and 
Archie Grover.
Leslie Sargent had an affair with his heart 
earlier this year. It sent him to the hospital 
for about two weeks but according to Bob 
Potter, he is home now leading a quiet life and 
doing well. Bob writes that arthritis and bad 
weather kept him pretty close to home during 
the past winter.
Earle Vickery writes that “My special winter 
project was supervising construction of a lounge 
room for the M.C.I. golf course, some stunt 
for a non-golfer!” He adds “Have discovered 
that my new color TV is'a good excuse to plan 
short work hours.” Earle continues as Treasurer 
of the Maine Central Institute and as Vice 
President of the Pittsfield National Bank. His.
letter ends “Am looking forward to working in 
my flower beds and garden, my style of golf.”"
5 •—
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I It was good to have a long letter from Harold Rich and to know he is 
feeling much better and hoping to 
get back on the job soon. Frieda is 
well. They get about in their automobile some, 
but after a layoff of several months from driving 
they find little pleasure left in driving about 
town. I might add that for my money there is 
little pleasure in driving—period.
Lew Pike is not improving as rapidly as he 
might wish and conditions in the Pike family 
were further disturbed when Vida collided with
her car door. She got about by the use of 
crutches for a while. We hope spring will bring 
improvement for both of them.
Through Harold Rich I learned that Allie 
Rogers had a bout with pneumonia during the 
winter but is feeling quite well again.
A recent note from Jess Mason brought the 
good news that he is continuing his gains and 
has begun taking quite long walks. He and 
Mollie plan to open their summer place on the 
North Shore in June as they have done for 
many years in the past.
Walter Harvey, in a recent note, gave the 
bad news that Edna was laid up in the hospital. 
We hope by now her health is much improved. 
Walter, himself, seems as spry as ever.
Putt Bruce had a bout with a virus which 
affected his inner ear. He says everything 
went “round and round” for a while. He is 
much improved. Mildred has been promoted to 
family chauffeur while Putt serves as ballast.
Elton and Vira Towle called by phone re­
cently and it was good to talk with them. They 
expect to be at Orono, in June.
Your reporter was recently presented with a 
“Fifty Year” by the ASME. He was an honor 
guest at a meeting on U. Conn. Campus.
It is with great sadness that I record here 
the death of three members of our class: Joe 
Gerrity, Ralph Haywood and Ralph L. Jackson. 
The Necrology Column will give details.
All the classmates of these good friends offer 
sincere sympathy to the surviving families.
/ In April I received a long letter from Phil Simonton who had just 
celebrated his 51st wedding anniver­
sary with a most interesting trip to
Winnipeg, Canada, Jasper Park, Vancouver, 
Victoria, and the Butchard Gardens. They also 
took a ferry to Seattle and spent five days in 
West Glacier Park where they saw many 
glaciers.
Recently in New York I was ab’e to contact 
August H. T. Schierloh, at 694 Tenth St., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. This is the first contact we have 
had with Gus since our graduation 57 years ago. 
Gus had a very serious heart operation about 
a year ago. However, he had come along in 
fine shape. Why don’t_you fellows drop him a 
card? I know he would enjoy hearing from 
you.
Continue to send me any class news.
by 
the/
The class is greatly favored 
having as one of its members 
Hon. Maine Supreme Court Justice 
Albert Beliveau
the College of Law. Albert 
was 80 years old on March 
that his hobbies are flower 
who graduated in 
is now retired and 
27, 1957. He claims 
garc'ening and car-
pentry.
George C. Leavitt has moved to Palmetto 
Point, Fla., R 1 43 Blvd. The Leavitts will fly 
back to Bridgton, Maine about June 1 for the 
summer and return to Florida in Dec.
The Albert Conleys have left Fla. and are 
returning to their home in Maine for the 
summer.
Sid and Mrs. Winchester are now living at 119 
20th Ave. N. in St. Pete, Fla. and dressing 
their place up with aluminum siding. They 
plan to go to their place in Waynesville, N.C. 
about June 1 for the summer.
Talked to Mrs. Chauncey Robinson in Clear­
water, Fla. and was sorry to learn that 
Chauncey had another shock in Dec. and 
passed away shortly after the attack.
N. L. “Nemo” Smith sent me a blown up 
picture of the 1911 Freshman Banquet 60 
years ago that Forest Kingsbury sent to him. 
What a fuzzy looking bunch of scholars! He 
suggests that we recognize and name some of 
the group. “Nemo” and Bertha are leaving for 
their place in Franklin, N.C. about June first.
Ernest and Catherine Walker left their place 
in Ft. Lauderdale in late April and headed for 
New Hampshire for the summer. They plan to 
stop off in New Jersey for a few days.
L. J. “Dutch” Wertheim and Mrs. of Ormond 
Beach are now regular Fla. residents. “Dutch” 
is as active as ever sitting with the ace of 
spades in his hand.
Recipients of the 1911 scholarships for 1966- 
67 are: Margaret Miller ’68, Bridgton; Carlah 
Jean Ledm ’69, Newport; Gary A. Libby ’68, 
Ash'and; and Karen E. Johansson 69, Worces­
ter, Mass.
/ A painstakingly exact collection of hand-carved costumes through 
the ages took Best of Show honors 
in the senior division for Dr. Robert 
E. Hussey, a retired chemist at the Gainesville, 
Fla. hobby show. Bob carved each of the 5-inch 
figures with a small pocket knife. There are 28 
figures in the set depicting authentic colors and 
costumes from B.C. to 1775. From there on the 
costumes are authentic.
Back in 1927 Jim Boyle organized a lobster 
dinner for war veteran legislators at their 
biennial session in Augusta. Jim, who served as 
adjutant of the American Legion for 45 years, 
but is retired, hosted his 40th such dinner for 
the veterans serving in the 103rd Legislature.
/ Commencement for 1967 will be over and the Class of 1917 will have 
joined the ranks of the Senior 
Alumni. Congratulations to you for
becoming members of this august body of 
Alumni. The Class of 1917 entered the Univer­
sity as Freshmen when we were Seniors and we 
had many friends in this fine Class. Since 
graduation and in later years I have met 
up with many of the outstanding members of 
this Class. Living in Cumberland Center, now, 
it has been my p’easure in having as a fine 
friend here, Arthur N. Blanchard ’17 who is 
one of the outstanding Orchardist and Dairy 
Farmers in the State. Arthur is Past King Lion 
of the Cumberland Lions Club and one of its
Charter Members and one of the highly res­
pected citizens of this community. The older 
we grow it is wonderful to meet up with people 
like this who have the University and many 
other things in common.
Four j ears have gone by since our 50th and 
so a year from this June will bring us up to 
our 55th. Plans are being made by Pres. Ober 
and his Committees to make this Reunion 
equally as good or even better than the last. 
Anticipation of this coming event is something 
you must look forward to and make every 
effort to attend. Also wherein it is possible for 
you to contribute something to the Class Fund 
or help on some of the various Committees it 
will be appreciated. You will be informed in 
due course by letter of the effort which will be 
made to make this Reunion a success.
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asMarion Buzzell wore an orchid 
one of the charter members of the 
Orono-Old Town Branch of the 
American Association of University 
when the chapter entertained the girls
■
Women
of the senior class at the University in April. 
She was further honored by having a named 
fellowship in the national organization. Her 
devoted service in the raising of money over 
the years for scholarship use was so recognized.
/ Oscar M. Wilbur was the recipient of a 50-Year Grand Lodge medal 
and pin recently. Oscar is a member 
of Mechanics Lodge 66 AF&AM of 
Orono. Congratulations Oscar.
You scribe and Mrs. Sleeper will spend the 
summer from June 1 to Oct. 1 on the South 
Shore at Searsport as usual. The latch string is 
out to ’15ers. Come and bring some news of 
yourself or our Classmates!
John A. Cyr, 49 Pinckney St., Boston, reports 
that he received a birthday card from the 
University while he was ill in the hospital 
recently and was most grateful. He said he had 
an uncle who attended Maine in 1876, Vetal 
Cyr of Fort Kent, who was a school teacher.
/ busy with consulting 
manufacture.
few letter writers is 
to me now is a good 
color photos of the 
“Shorty” Peabody
Jack Leecock seems to be lively 
for he is very 
work in paper
One of our 
Tim Bonney. What comes 
missive plus seven grand 
group at Blue Hill last June, 
and I have tried to identify the many friends 
depicted, with fair results. Tim’s red coat readily 
identifies him. Tim is fortunate to feel young 
enough to yet pursue his interest in sports and 
travel. His letter told of an extended trip to 
Mexico and also of a tuna-fishing jaunt this 
past winter with his 13 year old grandson to 
the Bay of California. The Bonneys are now 
on an extended tour of Europe with their son 
and his wife.
In comes a letter from Charlie Folsom who 
is holding the “fort” in Augusta. He says he 
can yet balance himself on the two back legs 
of a chair almost as well as he did 53 years 
ago in Hannibal Hamlin Hall, which is some­
thing. Charlie has many pleasant recollections 
of our June reunion.
/ A recent letter from Joe McCusker gives the names of the two recipi­
ents of 
Jacquelyn E.
and Carol A. Wartluft, 
Cole has again been in
our 1917
Bagley,
Scholarships; 
’68 South 
’68, Carmel, 
the news in
“Ag 
records 
plan to 
limited 
several
Portland,
Marion 
connection with her interest in education at 
the kindergarten level; she is working for the 
passage of several bills before the Maine 
Legislature. She was recently made president 
of the newly formed Child Development 
Association.
A long lost member of our class has been 
located. At the age of 80, Philip L. Sherry won 
the month-long contest conducted by Maine’s 
largest ski area, Sugarloaf, for the state’s oldest 
active skier. Mr. Sherry is a retired Central 
Maine Power Company employee.
Charles Crossland has been drumming up 
Reunion attendance among the 1917 ~”
graduates, and has acquired some fine 
of their doings these past fifty years. I 
pass these along to all of you in the 
space allowed the column. It will take 
issues.
Charles Bayley has spent 46 years in 
administration, 42 of them in the Whitman 
High School, and the Whitman-Hanson Regioixal 
High School, and is now retired and living in 
Newport News, Viriginia. He has four fine 
children, three sons, graduates of Boston Uni­
versity, Northeastern University, and New 
England Conservatory of Music; one daughter, 
a graduate of Brown University. There are 
eight grandchildren.
Leroy Berry has had a varied educational 
career following two years in the Balloon 
division of the U.S. Army Air Corps. Leroy 
spent three years as instructor in the Animal 
Husbandry Department of Colorado Agricul­
tural College (now Colorado State University); 
then, for two years, he was an instructor in 
the Vocational Training program for War 
Veterans at New Mexico Agricultural College. 
From 1925 to 1958 he was Professor of Poultry
school
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Husbandry and Head of the Department at 
New Mexico College of Agriculture, (now called 
New Mexico State University). In 1958 he was 
retired, as Professor Emeritus. He is enjoying 
retirement, but does not feel that he is “laid 
on a shelf.” They have a son in Denver, 
Colorado, and a daughter in Los Angeles, 
California.
Arthur N. Blanchard lives in Cumberland 
Center. He carries on a large Jersey breeding 
farm which was started by his father in 1874, 
but he sold most of his herd ten years ago. He 
started an apple orchard soon after graduation, 
and has operated a farm fruit stand for 35 
years. They have four daughters, all married, 
and thirteen grandchildren. One daughter, Joan, 
graduated from Maine in 1952.
Donald Bridgham, who lives in North Egre- 
mont, Mass., is a DHIA supervisor in Berkshire 
County. They have two sons, and lost one son 
in the Battle of the Bulge. The oldest son is 
Assistant Professor of History at Baltimore 
University; another son is also a DHIA super­
visor; the third is business administrator for 
two youth camps in Washington State. There 
are ten grandchildren.
Don Perry claims a seventh grand­
son. .
Buster Greeley (Julian, F., in case 
you never heard) wrote asking about 
Omar Burt Richardson. Does anybody know, 
what happened after his first year? Buster in­
formed me of four granddaughters in college 
and a son in prep school. And Bill Donegan, 
who stayed only one semester, and is not in the 
Directory, went into brokerage, went into Army 
Aviation, later developed meningitis and died 
young. And Charles E. Jones (Casey) is in 
Ogunquit, a retired game warden. Served in 
the Milliken Regiment.
And Ernest J. (Skinny) Turner wrote that 
he had a Christmas card from Voyle (Red) 
Abbott. Also from Eugene Hickson, who 
appears under Necrology in the April Alumnus. 
And about Mae Caine Parker, he returns the 
compliment "She was quite a 
Roger Hill wrote him, and seems 
careful with a car. Skinny cut his 
power saw. It takes only a second,
I skied 43 days this winter, and get crazier 
about it every time.
/
belle.” And 
well, though 
thumb on a 
he notes.
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Iva (Barker) Bean, P.O. Box 334, 
Tahoe City, California 95730—I live 
here on beautiful Lake Tahoe, enjoy­
ing my retirement very much. I have
seven grandchildren scattered from Anchorage
to Southern California.
There are two of my family in Alaska, a 
married daughter who has her own Insurance 
Company, also an unmarried son. I have made 
three trips to Anchorage over the last ten years, 
side trips to Nome and Kotsehne.
Last year I took a 4,000 mile trip through 
South California, Arizona, New Mexico as far 
as El Paso, Texas visiting family and friends. 
I called on Alta Jones DuVall at Borego. The 
desert was beautiful in April. Alta has a 
fantastic collection of Indian relics she has 
personally found in the surrounding desert. I 
took my 81 year old sister Rose with me.
This June I am leaving by car for Maine. 
After 42 years, I believe it is time to renew a 
few old friendships and see my two sisters who 
still live there. I am bringing my youngest 
sister back with me via Expo ’67 in Montreal 
and Highway 17 across Canada.
My youngest son, Merle, has his own roof­
ing contracting business in San Jose, California, 
a wife and two daughters. Son, Elden, is 
Resident Senior Electrical Engineer at Van- 
derberg working on Missile Titan III at present. 
My oldest girl is a teacher here at the lake, 
has her private pilot’s license, working for her 
commercial license. She loves flying. My oldest 
son, Norman, is salesman representing whole­
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sale houses in Anchorage, Seattle and San 
Francisco. He lives in Soldotna, Alaska.
I’m going to try to get back to Maine for 
our 1970 reunion.
Frank Worcester is now at Stockton Springs 
with his middle daughter. After his wife died 
September 18, 1964, Frank and his three
daughters decided on this move. He continues, 
“we have a grandson who is entering Albion 
College this fall. He is the eldest of five. The 
granddaughter where I am living will be ready 
for college in three years. Believe it or not, she 
is looking forward to becoming a veterinary.
Geneva (Croxford) Valentine writes, “We 
spend five months a year in Arlington, Va., a 
month in Florida and the rest at Green Lake. 
My husband can’t wait to get to Maine in May 
and catch the first lake trout or try at least. 
We’re really looking forward to reunion in 
1970, but first a reunion at West Point m 
1968.”
Fred Whiteside sent the program for the 
dedication on December 9, 1965 of the new 
High School in Syracuse. Fred is Principal. 
He writes, “Anyway, we are quite proud of 
our new building which won a national award 
for architectural excellence. It was built for 
1,400 students, but the enrollment last fall 
was up to 1,640. Two city high schools were 
combined into this one new school which 
houses 10th, 11th, and 12th grades. We moved 
in on February 1, 1965.
• •
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/ George and Lee Ginsberg spent three winter months in Florida. 
During that time they attended three 
alumni meetings: St Petersburg and 
Just about a year ago, George retired 
Bangor Clothing Co. after 44 years
Sarasota, 
from the 
in that business. Last year the Ginsbergs ob­
served their 40th wedding anniversary, and, as 
a gift, they are now having a 30-day trip to the 
Middle East, but hope to be on campus for 
their “Annual reunion” with ’21 and other 
friends.
Erlon N. Flint, 58 Alps Road, Wayne, N.J., 
retired from Bell Labs, in 1959. His daughter, 
Bernice, teaches Art in Scotia, N.Y. His son, 
Robert with two sons, lives in Chicago.
F. Gilmore Buzzell, 93 Pleasantview Ave., 
Longmeadow, Mass, retired four years ago as 
State Agent for the Hanover Insurance Com­
panies, after 38 years of service. He and his 
wife have, for many years, collected antiques 
and oil paintings.
From Madeline Eastman Cousins, “Wish I 
might have some world-shattering announce­
ment for the column, but I fear there’s nothing 
with me except looking forward to my hus­
band’s 55th from Bowdoin this June, and a trip 
later, to Expo ’67. Sorry to have missed our 
45th. My grandchildren still number 21 and 
greats’ have reached four, with another due in 
May.”
Arthur Chapman, “Steve and Minnie Beeaker, 
stopped to visit with us a few days last 
summer. Steve really enjoys his retirement. I 
am still working eight or more hours a day! 
Miriam and I had four delightful weeks in St. 
Thomas and St. Croix. I swam a quarter mile 
before breakfast every day! The last time I 
talked to Al Bedard he was recovering slowly 
and was back to work.”
Max Harmon’s son, Elson, is a candidate 
for his Ph.D. at Duke and will teach English 
full time at the University of North Carolina 
next fall.
Percival Crocker, Foxboro, Mass., “We called 
on C. Swift recently and found him much 
improved and planning to be in Orono in June. 
Perhaps with a little pushing we can all get 
together for an ‘off’ record reunion, sort of 
preparation for our 50th coming, but fast!
From Donald A. Brown, Class of 1967 
Bangor, “I wish to express my thanks to you 
and the Class of 1921 for the financial help 
your scholarship has given me. In June I shall 
receive my B.A. in English from the College 
of Arts & Sciences.”
My last news letter! and I am 
glad to have had an interesting letter 
from Ivan Craig. Like so many re­
tirees he has little spare time. He 
drives a car for the Red Cross, does some 
Boy Scout work, helps with United Fund, and 
is on the Borough Council (Camp Hill, Pa.) 
as chairman of the highway commission deal­
ing with streets, lights, storm drainage, curbs, 
walks, etc. He is also maintenance chairman 
for a church with over 1600 members. With 
all this, Ivan and Mrs. Craig still have time 
to travel to Detroit and San Francisco to see 
their four grandchildren, two in each city, 
plus Florida in winter or early spring. And this 
year like all good ’22-ers they plan to be in 
Orono for their 45th reunion.
/
Helen Todd, who is a member of our reunion 
committee, has been elected president of the 
Thursday Club, a faculty wives club at U of M; 
her picture appeared in a recent issue of the 
Bangor News.
/ The annual state YMCA’s Distin­guished Service to Youth Award was. 
presented to Ted Curtis on April 
29th, at the Y’s annual state con­
vention. Ted is presently serving as a Senator 
from Penobscot County in the Maine Legislature, 
Congratulations for a well deserved honor, Ted,
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Leah Smith Wyman (Mrs. Oscar 
L.), Chairman of the Daughters of 
the American Revolution’s Indian. 
Affairs Committee recently gave a
talk on the needs of the Maine Indians and
urged DAR members to work toward obtaining, 
help for these tribes. The meeting was held at 
the home of Mrs. William C. Wells ’26 in.
Orono.
Irene Guppy Parsons is teaching French and. 
English at the Ashland Community High. 
School (Maine). Her older son Robert L. (’51) 
an M.D. in Streater, Illinois, is on the Stats 
Board of the Illinois Heart Association.
Vaughn L. Ladd, Chef Mechanical Officer 
for the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad, was. 
photographed in the Bangor News recently when 
he and a few other VIPs were inspecting three: 
new locomotives delivered to the,railroad.
The class extends its sympathy to Ruth Bessey 
Conti ’24 (Mrs. A. J.) in the passing of her 
beloved sister Jane Bessey Palmer ’27 (Mrs, 
Ernest) of Portland, Oregon.
Frederick L. Small, “Pat,” of our class, died, 
on April 15th at his home in Bar Harbor. We. 
extend sympathy to his family and his many 
friends. He will be greatly missed.
Frederic Arnott Soderberg has. 
memorialized his mother, Elvah, 
Soderberg Jones who died in 1950, 
by a gift of $10,000 to the University 
of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation. The in­
come from the Elvah L. Soderberg Scholarship. 
Fund is to be awarded annually to a student 
in a Pulp and Paper program. This is the 10th, 
named scholarship fund established with the 
Foundation. Dr. Lyle Jenness, executive secre­
tary of the Foundation, who received the gift, 
earned an MS degree in our class. Lyle has. 
had a leading part in the development of 
the Pulp and Paper program at the University.
Earle Hillman, a Bangor businessman, legis­
lator, and president of the Maine Senate, and 
now a member of the Maine Public Utilities. 
Commission, • was married in March to Mrs. 
Christine C. McEwen. The bride is a teacher 
at Bangor High School. Following a wedding 
trip to New Orleans and Florida, the couple 
will live in Bangor.
Rudy Vallee and his wife are off to a trip- 
to the Orient.
Louise Lord was special events chairman for 
the annual Cancer Crusade which was sponsored.
/
by the Orono Woman’s Club. Louise was also 
one of the early visitors to Expo ’67.
The Allagash and the Penobscot Rivers came 
alive on film in color when Zeke Dwelley spoke 
at a Father and Son Night session in Augusta 
in April.
“I have been retired from Bethlehem Steel, 
and Ellen will retire from the Buffalo State 
Hospital staff in September"’ wrote “Derby” 
Stevens, and sends good wishes to classmates.
Larry Blethen’s daughter, Marcia, a junior at 
the University, has been elected president of 
Pi Beta Phi Sorority.
Peg Hanley Mason has been a part of civic 
activities ever since she moved to Augusta a 
few years ago. Active in the AAUW she has 
worked on the scholarship fund of that organ­
ization as well as assisting with the four 
planned programs for events in connection with 
the University of Maine at Augusta.
Completing 33 years with Westinghouse, as 
manager of the Westinghouse Apparatus Repair 
Plant in Augusta, Frank Robinson was honored 
by fellow employees and friends. He plans to 
retire to his home in Gray.
Chet Baker has been re-elected executive 
director of the State YMCA, a position he has 
held for many years.
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presenting 
U. of M. 
Little.’
Guilbert R. Little: On May 6th in 
Portland the Sophomore Owls arid 
Eagles held an open house at which 
Art objects were auctioned off. Re- 
the Cumberland County Group of 
graduates at this affair was “Brick”
Helen Mayo: On February first of this year 
Helen retired from her duties as Foreign Stu­
dent Advisor at the State University of New 
York at Albany. However, Helen is not going 
to be sitting with her knitting and is now en­
rolled in courses in the Art Department as well 
as a couple of courses in 20th Century Litera­
ture in French and Spanish. Helen lives in 
Albany, N. Y. and keeps active in many ways, 
including keeping in touch with former friends 
and classmates of U. of M. days.
1 By the time this is in print, have had our 40th reunion 
hope many of us will have had that 
chance to renew old friendships.
From' some of the first class questionnaires 
returned, can use a few items.
Inez ( Stevens Ready is a Real Estate 
in Largo, Fla. and lives at Redington 
Fla. Anna Stinchfield Vermette resides 
West, Fla. where she says her hobby is 
“Bill” Otis (retired) writes that he is
May 22 to St. Petersburg, Fla. to their new 
retirement home so he will not be at reunion.
Broker 
Beach, 
in Key 
bridge, 
moving
I notice that Sidney Maxwell, altho living in 
Sarasota, Fla. in the winter, returns to Maine 
in the summer. Henry Howard will be unable 
to be back to Maine because of near blindness 
but he is at home in Jackson, Miss. Sylvia 
Kurson, the lady of letters, in our class—her 
Creative Writing has won many awards—is re­
tired and living in Damariscotta. Several hardy 
souls, “Barney” Poor, Eugene Staples, among 
them, are lookng forward to being at our 45th 
or 50th! Crystal Hughes Dostie is another one 
who spends most of her time in St. Pete and 
won’t be able to get to reunion.
Lorinda Orne Eustis is a “Garden Cluber” 
as I am, and is a member of the Maine Iris 
Society. She has over 100 varieties in her garden 
at Maj flower Hill, Waterville. She occasionally 
speaks to Garden Clubs about Iris.
Calvin Hutchinson will be in the 36’ power 
boat Bimini out of Chicago bound for Athens, 
Greece, and on June 2 or 3 when we meet will 
be cruising down the Gaspe Peninsula. It is an 
8000 mile trip and Calvin’s taking seven cameras 
wth him as the official photographer in the 
crew of six. The Chicago Tribune of May 4 
had an informative article about the trip and 
a picture of Calvin and cameras. No doubt 
there will be a lot more next fall. Calvin must 
get from the power boat into an 8’ dingy to 
take pictures of the Bimini under way. I can’t 
imagine that part of his job!
Roy Hobson is retired—but I have no other 
information.
Earl Blodgett retired May 5th from U.S.D.A. 
Soil Conservation Service. “Ted” had been with 
the Extension Service for 15 years before joining 
Soil Conservation and is now a recognized 
authority on Farm Pond construction. He and 
his wife plan to remain in Rockland.
Our sympathy to the family of Roy 
Hathaway, Dixfield, whose death 
occurred Feb. 7. His daughter is a 
senior at the University. She is 
in Sociology.
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majoring
Mrs. William B. Ledger (Emma Thompson, 
long our class reporter) was listed in the April 
16 Portland Telegram as the speaker for the 
April meeting of the Women’s Woodfords Club. 
Emma is now vocational supervisor in Home 
Economics at the Women’s Job Corps Center, 
Poland Springs.
At Williston Church (Portland) Easter Sun­
day I saw Thelma (Perkins) Dudley to say 
“Hello.” George was the tenor soloist for the 
special choir anthem.
I am on the 
Public Library 
esting—tho I 
should like to 
new addition at our school has started so we 
book committee for the Winslow 
and am finding the work inter- 
do not have the time that I 
put into it. Construction of the
are deep in machinery, men, mud, children, 
noise and more mud. But come September—it 
will be wonderful.
Dr. Leon A. Cheney has been practicing 
dentistry in Augusta for 35 years, two of which 
he served in the U.S. Navy. Active in the 
Naval Reserve for 23 years he is now retired 
as a full Commander. He is on the staff of the 
Augusta General Hospital and is a past presi­
dent. This year he is president of the Augusta 
Kiwanis Club. His plans call for building an 
office on his property for continuing his work, 
away from the traffic of downtown.
we will 
and I Dayton, his pre- 
and in
Dr. Everett Conlogue, 
Ohio, writes he has been at 
sent post nearly 25 years, 
medical practice nearly 34 years. His 
family has been represented at U. of M. in 3 
generations; Fred W. Conlogue TO, Everett 
’29, son Fred ’68.
Roger C. Wilkins, senior vice president of 
the Travelers Corp, heads a committee to pre­
sent names of architects for Hartford’s $44.9 
million school building program. The project 
will include 2 elementary schools, 3 middle 
schools, and a new Bulkeley ■ High School.
Mrs. Beatrice1 Bryenton Heal and her hus­
band Durward S. Heal, ’58 M.S., principal of 
Schenck High School since ’45 retired February, 
1967. “Bee” has been serving as librarian at 
Schenck for the past few years. She has 25 
years of experience in public education as an 
instructor of English and Latin.
Mary Weimer Ryerson (Mrs. Erlon M.) 
has been doing some grandmothering this win- 
tei. Daughter Nancy Harris was the mother 
of a son, 
Daughter 
daughter, 
joins big
Scott Andrew, on Dec. 31, 1966. 
Patricia Boyd was the mother of a 
Priscilla Lynne, on March 
brother William and sister
6. Priscilla 
Heather.
now has a
/
Dr. Louise Bates Ames
weekly TV show on Child Behavior 
seen over WBZ in Boston. She re­
cently spoke on early child growth 
and development at Fairhaven (Mass.) Jr. 
High School.
In February Cliff McIntire spoke before the 
Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs in Springfield, Mass. 
He is now director of natural resources dept, 
of American Farm Bureau Federation of 
Chicago and spoke on “Rural changes and 
your food basket.”
Harold “Baldy” Inman has been named a 
co-chairman of the Ricker College Capital fund 
raising campaign primarily for a new campus 
library. For 16 years he was an instructor at 
Ricker Classical Inst, and as principal for 3 
years. Since 1958 he has been district manager 
for Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Dr. Mary Crowley Mulvey, a pioneer in 
gerontology is now supervisor of Adult Edu­
cation m Providence, R. I. She received her 
masters degree from Brown Univ. In 1954 she 
was appointed to the Governor’s Commission 
on Aging and remained chairman until 1960. 
In 1961 she received her doctorate in education 
from Harvard. From 1961-1963 Mary served as 
federal government consultant on low-cost 
housing for the elderly in R.I. and established 
housing authorities in the 19 communities that 
did not already have them. Among other activ­
ities are board director on the National Council 
of Senior Citizens, fellow in ths Gerontological 
Society, member of the Technical Review com­
mittee for the Older Americans Act, legislative 
chairman for the Adult Education Assn., listed 
m “Who’s Who of American Women” and 
“Who’s Who of American Educators.”
president Parker Cushman 
in theI
Our 
was second place winner 
annual regional Kiwanis speaking 
contest. Parker spoke on “Yesterday 
in the Philippines.”
Ray Lear has been named General Superin­
tendent of the Augusta Plant of the Hudson 
Pulp and Paper Corp. Ray has moved to this 
new position from that of Pulp Mill Superin­
tendent. He was with the International Paper 
Co. at Livermore Falls after graduation until 
1942 when he joined Hudson. During 1949-53 
he was employed by Gould Paper Co., Lyons 
Falls, N.Y. The Lears have one son, Dana, 
employed by Central Maine Power Co. in 
Augusta and one daughter, Rosemary, of Maine 
’62, a Social Service Worker with the State 
Department of Health and Welfare.
Herbert Gallison has been promoted to the 
post of Manager of Services and Administration, 
Constructive Division Sales, Worthngton Cor- 
poiation in Holyoke, Mass. Herbert was for­
merly manager, Construction Equipment Sales, 
Southern Zone, with headquarters in Augusta,
RETIRING?
Cape Cod is becoming a first choice 
of more executives and professional 
men each year in selecting a retire­
ment or vacation home. We have Vi 
acre lots on the highest land on Cape 
Cod with magnificent views of 
Massachusetts Bay, secluded from 
traffic but near stores, church, thea­
tres, marina and golf course.
To help you in considering joining 
other Maine men who have already 
selected lots I will be glad to give 
you complete information.
CURTIS REALTY
Fred H. Curtis ’16 
398-3561 Dennisport
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Ga. He has been with Worthington for the past 
20 years. Since graduation Herbert has been a 
teacher at Vanceboro High School, assistant 
receiver of Calais National Bank, salesman for 
Sullivan Machinery Co. in Claremont, N.H., 
and manager of engineering records of that 
firm’s Diamond Core Drill Division in Michi­
gan City, Ind. He also worked for the U.S. 
Engineering Dept, as a junior engineer on the 
Passamaquoddy Tidal Project, and was a manu­
facturers representative for Barrett Cravens Co. 
in Philadelphia. In October 1942 he was called 
to active duty with the U.S. Navy serving as a 
contact termination officer with the Supervisor 
of Shipbuilding Corp. Camden, N.J. He left 
the Navy with the rank of Lieutenant Com­
mander. At the time he joined Worthington’s 
Holyoke division and since that time he has 
served ths company in various capacities. He is 
married and has two daughters.
A recent feature article in the Portland 
Sunday Telegram told of the progress of the 
Presque Isle Historical Society now entering its 
third year, under its President Mrs. Ruth 
Lamoreau. Ruth inspired one of her Presque 
Isle students, Miss Joan David, serving as state 
vice-president of Future Homemakers Associa­
tion to start this project as her community 
project. Together they worked to interest civic- 
minded citizens to conserve items of historical 
significance to the community. At present the 
artcles are on display in the museum room at 
the City Hall.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Lorimer announce the 
engagement of their daughter, Nancy Stuart 
Lorimer, to John W. Hewel Jr., son of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Hewel, Richmond, N.H.
John Stinchfield will be retiring as Business 
Manager of Moses Brown School on July 1, 
1967. He spends summers at Harrisville, N.H.
Attention, John Bankus. Why not share a 
little news of your seamanship with us?
/ In my column last month, you read the first of two letters which I 
had received, and which gave news 
of the DeCourcys. My second letter 
from Orissa Frost Kingsbury, (Mrs.
J. Weldon Russell who has been 
superintendent of schools in Lewis­
ton for 14 years, has been elected 
superintendent of School Administra­
tive District 52, which includes Greene, Leeds, 
and Turner.
Rachel Gilbert Webb (Mrs. Oscar) is now 
employed as a casework supervisor in the Rock­
land District of the State Department of Health 
and Welfare, Division of Family Services.
A very prominent name in the Maine news 
these days is Dr. Pauline McCready, Super­
intendent of The Stevens Training Center for 
Girls in Hallowell, who is devoting much time 
and energy in her efforts to make improvements 
at the Training Center. We salute you, Polly, 
and wish you much continued success.
Mrs. Lloyd Crockett (Louise Washburn) has 
been cooking for the artists at MacDowell 
Colony, Peterborough, New Hampshire for six 
years Before coming to Peterborough, Louise 
and Lloyd ran hotels in Maine for 12 years. 
In addition to their competence in the hotel 
field, they are both extremely skilled in games 
such as scrabble and crossword puzzles. Louise 
was Leonard Bernstein’s favorite partner in the 
1962 anagrams rage. Louise is a former long 
distance swimmer. The Crocketts are active in 
the Unitarian Church and she is a member of 
the Garden Club (here’s where her U of M 
horticultural studies have come in handy), and 
a faithful student of Monadnock Community 
College where her favorite course is conversa­
tional French. She admits to having several 
short story manuscripts tucked away and an 
ambition to come back to the colony some day 
as a writer.
Our sympathy goes to Mrs. Daniel J. Moran 
(Hildred Hughes) of 
the sudden death of 
15, 1967. A native of 
California since 1931
facturer’s representative, 
in the Far East and Alaska, 
he is survived by a daughter
/
is
Emmons). It was good to hear from you, Rissa, 
as well as to have the story of your im­
pressive career to pass on to our class members. 
Orissa writes; “Since moving to Florida, I have 
been fortunate to be able to take several long 
trips. During the summer of 1962 I visited ten 
countries in Europe, and during the past sum­
mer I flew around the world.
At present I am an Assistant Professor of 
English at Orlando Junior College, a private col­
lege.”
Orissa, who received her B.A. and M.A. at 
Maine, enclosed brochures of two books which 
she has co-authored; Creating the Yearbook, a 
book planned to meet the needs of individuals 
and staffs faced with the responsibility of pro­
ducing the yearbook, and Creative Yearbook 
Journalism Workbook, a practical accompani­
ment to the former, and “the product of years 
of successful teaching experience in classroom, 
workshops and adviser’s clinics.” These bro­
chures I will share with anyone who is inter­
ested. I should think they would be very help­
ful to teachers assigned to be class adviser and 
supervisor of the yearbook. The recent historical 
book, FLORIDA LIVES, contains Orissa’s bio­
graphy and lists her many activities, member­
ships and honors.
Emmons, ’33 is Office Manager of the Or­
lando Paving Company and a director of the 
Mid-Florida Chapter of the National Associa­
tion of Accountants.
Ruth Shesong Ross served as chairman of 
the Orono Cancer Crusade this year.
Erwin 
dent of 
order to 
working
ministration at B.U. and has been in the field 
35 years, 22 as a superintendent, in Maine, 
Rhode Island and Westwood.
In September, State Labor and Industry Com­
missioner, Marion E. Martin, was awarded the 
Roselle W. Huddilston Medal for distinguished 
service and outstanding contributions 
field of health to Maine citizens.
The Prudential Insurance Company 
elected Kenneth C. Foster as one of 
ecutive vice presidents. Ken, who 
company in 1938, has been a senior 
dent since 1958, and has headed the 
Western operations at 
1965. He received his 
1936, and 
in 1940.
Gallagher has resigned as superinten- 
the schools of Westwood, Mass., in 
devote time to graduate study. He is 
toward a doctorate in education ad-
his L.L.B.
in the
recently 
five ex-its 
joined the 
vice presi- 
company’s 
since MayLos Angeles 
from Columbia in 
Newark University
M.A. 
from
Freemont, California on 
her husband on March 
Brewer, he has lived in 
and had been a mahu- 
traveling extensively 
Besides his wife, 
and a son.
Nicey /-x  to hear from Ruth Todd
 Farnham of Bath! Her husband 
Raymond has recently accepted the
his CLU designation in 1957, and was awarded 
the CPCU key in 1962. He is on the board of 
the Conn. Mutual Ins. Agents, the Conn. Assoc, 
of Independent Ins. Agents, and the United 
Jewish Council; a member of Park Ave. Temple, 
Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity and the Hillandale 
Country Club. He is past president of the 
Bridgeport Assoc, of Independent Ins. Agents, 
the United Jewish Council and the Bridgeport 
Inter-Group Council. Arnold is presently secre­
tary of the N. E. Jewish Welfare Board. He 
and Mrs. Kaplan have two married daughters.
Henry W. Fales has joined St. Regis Paper 
Co. in the pulp and paper manufacturing and 
engineering department. Henry has been vice- 
pres, and gen. mgr. of Continental Paper Co. 
and, prior to that, assistant vice-pres. of St. 
Croix Paper Co., a subsidiary of Georgia 
Pacific Corp. His headquarters will be in Jack­
sonville, Fla.
Max Rapaport, C.L.U., took part in Equiptale 
Life Insurance Society’s Northeastern Div. 
Pension Planning Institute in Chicopee, Mass., 
in April. Later in the month, he was awarded 
a special citation by the James W. Buck 
Agency of Equitable.
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Mass.
Willard S. Hatch has been elected 
Executive Vice President of C. H. 
Sprague & Son Co. Boston and New 
York. He resides in Winchester,
Anora Peavey Fuller of Melrose, Mass, has 
recently been appointed home economics teach­
er at Saugus High School. Daughter Marcia 
U. of M. ’63, daughter Carolyn U. of M. ’66, 
David 14 yrs.
Dick Willard is celebrating his 25th year 
with the Orono Post Office.
From notes passed in at ’66 Reunion— 
Darrel Currie, Belmont, Mass., Special Agent 
with FBI, daughter Barbara Currie MacKenzie 
U of M ’66, son Allan at Bowdoin. Bob 
Haggett, Lexington, Mass, with USAF, Elec­
tronic Systems Division, Hanscom Fld. Mass., 
has son William, daughters Mrs. Barbara Clark 
and Donna. Leonard Shaw, LaGrange, Ill. 
employed by Swift & Co. as purchasing agent, 
daughter Cindy at Ripon College, son Don 15, 
Ken 12. Samuel E. Swasey, Marblehead, Mass, 
with Sylvania Electric Prod., Salem, Mass., 
daughter Jane, Boston University, son Bob 
Carnegie Inst, of Tech. William' P. Hinckley, 
Blue Hill, employed by State of Maine Water 
Improvement Commission, son Wallace, ’61, 3 
grandsons. Frances Callaghan Dunkinson, 
Sacramento, California, Agri. Extension Service, 
puts on weekly half-hour TV program, son 
James with 25th Inf. Div. in Vietnam, husband 
Leonard retired from Army. >
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Dr. Win Adams of Brewer accepts 
a new challenge in public health by 
becoming District Director of Health 
Services for the Commonwealth of
1
Virginia at Danville, Va. He will be responsible 
for the health needs of a half million people. 
He will serve three offices in Danville, Chat­
ham, and South Boston, Va. We wish him con­
tinued success in this new position.
As I turned to page 76 of the January 9 
issue of U.S. News and World Report there 
was a picture of George P. Hitchings, vice 
president, economic research, American Air­
lines. George, as one of 12 top economists, gave 
the ’67 forecast for consumer spending for 
autos and business capital expenditure plans.
position of Executive Sec. to the 
Maine State Principal’s Assoc. Raymond, Jr., 
is a senior at U. of M. Portland; daughter 
Dian (’64) is married to “Wes” Jordan, U. of 
M. Trainer; and their youngest, Judy, graduates 
from Becker Jr. College in June.
Arnold Kaplan, Trumbull, Conn., president 
of Arnold Kaplan Ins. Agency of Bridgeport, 
has been honored as “Mr. Mutual Agent of 
Connecticut” at the annual meeting of the 
Independent Agents of Conn. The award is 
presented to one IMIAC agent each year on the 
basis of professionalism and results achieved. 
Arnold established his business in 1939, received
andMerrita (Dunn) 
son had a vacation in 
recently. Merrita teaches at Caribou 
High School.
Nancy Robbins, daughter of Winston and 
Louise (Hill) Robbins, is one of two UMP 
students to be awarded a degree after just 
two years and nine months of college work.
/ Fred Ander- Puerto Rico
/ Merrill Bradford, president of the Penobscot Bar Ass’n., of Bangor has 
been designated by Ramsey Clark, 
Attorney General of the United 
serve as a special hearing officer forStates, to 
the Department of Justice in the Bangor area in 
connection with claims of conscientious objec-
34
tion filed by registrants under the Selective 
Service laws.
Merrill is a member of the law firm of 
Eaton, Peabody, Bradford, and Veague and 
has been a member of the Maine Bar since 
1942. He is currently secretary-treasurer of the 
Maine Board of Bar Examiners and is also a 
member of the Board of Managers, National 
Conference of Bar Examiners.
Classmates might like to send Lucilla Fogg 
Baldwin a get well card as she has been con­
fined to bed for several months with a hyper­
thyroid condition. We all wish you a speedy 
recovery Lucille!
Audrey (White) Beyer has written three 
books: j Capture at Sea, The Sapphire Pendant, 
and Katherine Leslie. She is now working on 
another book., Audrey lives at 25 Sias Lane, 
Milton, Mass.
Charlie Leavitt of Howland has just been 
elected to teach mathematics at Brunswick High 
Schcol. He previously has been principal and 
teacher of math at Eustis High and a teacher at 
Howland and Lincoln.
There must be more ’39ers who are doing 
interesting things also, so why not let us hear 
from you.
>n-
Thomas Dickens of Hallowell is 
Supervisor of State Parks. He spoke 
recently at Bucksport on “Know 
Your State Parks.”
Dr. George O. Chase, Orono, is President of 
the Bangor Symphony. George has been Pathol­
ogist at Eastern Maine Geneial Hospital since 
1963.
Lt. Col. Donald Ross has retired from the 
Air Force after 20 years of military service. He 
and his wife, Ruth (Shesong ’34) are living in 
Orono with their two children, William and 
Ann.
The United States Senate has confirmed the 
selection by President Johnson of John Reed 
as one of five members of the new National 
Transportation Safety Board. John and Cora 
plan to take up residence in the Washington 
area.
Mr. and Mrs. Paris Snow of Caribou have 
announced the engagement of their daughter, 
Jane, Maine ’67, to our son, Don Griffee, Jr., 
Maine ’67. Our second son, Charles, is a fresh­
man at Paul Smith’s College, N. Y. planning a 
career in hotel management.
Was wonderful to have a long letter from 
Pat Ford, Los Angeles, Calif. After writing and 
producing many motion pictures and ranching 
in Hawaii and Calif., Pat is now Correctional 
Counsellor with the Calif. Dept, of the Youth 
Authority. He specializes with Mexican-Ameri­
can gang members and also works with Negro 
boys in the famous Watts area. Son Timothy, 
after four years in U.S. Coast Guard, is cur- 
lently in Saigon. Son Don, a graduate of Cal 
Berkeley, is an officer candidate, Ft. Leonard 
Wood, Mo. Daughter Mary Blue is in kinder­
garten. Pat’s former wife, Jane (Mulvaney), isj 
living in New York and is a prominent designer 
of women’s sportswear.
Dr. Booth and Phyllis (Bryant ’43) Leavitt 
are planning a trip to Europe this summer to 
attend an International Dental Meeting and 
also to do some touring.
This month, Jo (Blake) and three daughters 
will be joining Don Bail (’44) in Portland 
where Don has accepted a position at the 
Maine Medical Center as Plant Superintendent. 
In the fall Linda will be a senior at Russell 
Sage, Troy, N.Y.; Carolyn, a freshman at 
Wheelock, Boston, Mass.; and Judy, a high 
school junior.
y A wonderful letter from Lloyd
Quint gives an up-to-date report on 
his family in residence at 4 Aspinet 
Rd., Middletown, R.I. Lloyd and 
Mary (Knight) were married 23 years ago 
and have three children: Lloyd, Jr., a sopho­
more at Nasson College, Springvale; Stephen, 
a freshman at Purdue; and Kathy, recently 
accepted at Bryant College, Providence. Lloyd 
has been a manager for the W. T. Grant 
Co. for twenty years. Their home is a scant 
two miles from beautiful Newport, R.I., al­
though Lloyd makes a fleeting reference not 
only to the area’s beauty but also to the 
“Kooks” who invade the city for the Jazz and 
Folk Festivals in the summertime! Lloyd’s 
planning to return to Orono for our 25th next 
June.
Brunswick artist and professor of Art at the 
University of Maine at Portland, Jeana Dale 
Bearce, is working on a 10 by 15 foot mural 
in the Bowdoin College Library as a memorial 
to her late husband, Prof. George D. Bearce, 
Jr., a member of our class. George was an 
authority on the history of India and spent a 
year as an exchange professor at Osmania Uni­
versity in Hyderrabad in that country. The 
mural is in the map room of the Harold Lee 
Berry special collection suite in the library.
A note forwarded to us by Ed Piper from 
Harold E. “Dit” Mongovan states that Dit 
plans to be reunioning with us next June, too. 
And he’ll be coming from Cary, Ill., where he 
lives with his wife and four bojs and one 
girl. His address is 320 Wulff St., Cary. Dit 
mentions having seen Charlie Markee recently. 
We hope Charlie will be in Orono for our 
25th, too. If you’re still''residing in Rittman, 
Ohio, Charlie, that looks mighty close to our 
address here in Hudson. Drop us a postcard 
and update us on the vital statistics of the 
Markees.
Preston Rand of Brewer, official Superior 
Court Reporter, is in the news again with the 
publication of the lead article in the March 
issue of the Natl. Shorthand Reporter, a maga­
zine published for the 10,000 court reporters 
and students aci'oss the nation. The article is 
entitled, “If I tfad My Druthers,” and is an 
account of a two-day symposium on “Metho­
dology in Mammalian Genetics” at the Jackson 
Laboratories in Bar Harbor. How’s that again, 
Preston??
A photo and article in the Bangor News tells 
of an April trip to Africa by Thomas Easton, 
an associate professor of biology and adviser 
to foreign students at Colby College. Tom was 
to visit six African countries to interview 
scholarship candidates for the African Scholar­
ship Program of American Universities, in 
which more than 200 colleges and universities 
m the land participate.
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Mrs. Marcus Parsons wrote that 
her husband, Colonel Parsons has 
been reassigned to JCS Pentagon. 
Their son, Mark, is a Junior at
Amherst
Donald Bail has accepted a position at the 
Maine Medical Center.
The Water Reed’s vacationed recently in 
Pinehurst, N.C. and Philadelphia where they 
hoped to see their horse, “Lady Evergreen” in 
the winner’s circle at Liberty Bell Park.
According to the Brockton, Mass, paper, 
Henry Sawyer is a candidate for the Abington 
Housing Authority. For the past 22 years he 
has been a carpenter and builder. He has 
served as chairman of the board of trustees 
for the First Parish Congregational Church, 
vice commander of the American Legion and is 
presently on the Housing Authority board. He 
is a veteran of World War .11 serving in the 
Pactific theatre. The Sawyer’s have three chil­
dren: Raymond in the Armed Forces in Roberts, 
Wisconsin; Pamela, a high school junior; and 
Candace, a fourth grader.
Larry Graham is seeking re-election to the 
South Hadley Electric Light Commission, a post 
he was elected to in 1955, replacing his father 
who had served in that capacity since 1930. He 
is president and treasurer of the Graham Mfg. 
Co. in Holyoke. He has been very active in 
civic, fraternal and social organizations. He 
and Muriel have four children—Susan, a Junior 
at Mt. Holyoke, Donald, a senior at So. 
Hadley High, Nancy, a Freshman and David, 
a 7th grader.
Herbert Freedman was one of three pulp­
paper company research men to discuss water 
pollution at the January meeting of the Bangor 
Brewer Management Club. Herb was on the 
University faculty from 1946-1955 and is pre­
sently on the staff at Penobscot Company. He 
is director of research and development and di­
rector of air and water pollution abatement of 
Penobscot Co. He is also vice chairman, A.I.M. 
Water and Air Improvement Committee.
Also on the panel was Richard Crommett 
’56. He is technical director of the Brewer mill 
of Eastern Fine Paper and Pulp Division Stand­
ard Packaging Corp.
Well, it appears spring has finally 
I to come to Maine! As I write 
this, April 27, we still have patches 
of snow in evidence! Hopefully we 
a long Hot summer!
been, taking an evening course at
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decided
this. Ai
will have 
I have
U.M.Pr this semester and have the pleasure of 
“Dottie”J (Currier) Dutton’s company in class. 
It makes it less painful for both of us! “Dottie” 
informs 'me that she had a call from “Barbie” 
(Higgins) Bodwell the other night telling her 
that SusdH Bodwell has been accepted at the 
U. of M. in Orono for the fall semester. 
“Barbie” and family are making plans to spend 
some time in Maine this summer.
Ray Cook has recently been promoted to 
Executive Director Division of Instruction for 
the State Dept, of Education.
Mike DiRenzo has been elected second vice 
president of the Western Maine Board of 
Approved Basketball Officials. Mike is one of 
the most popular and respected officials in 
western Maine. He officiated several of the 
Bowdoin College games we attended this winter. 
Our son, 
and was selected 
team this winter.
“Bo” plays 
on
for the Bowdoin varsity 
the All-Maine basketball
Frank Lawrence Jr. was elected chairman of 
the Rockland city council. Frank is vice presi­
dent of North Lubec Canning Co. He also 
serves as Knox County Republican finance 
chairman. Mark, 21, is a senior at Holy Cross 
and Myles, 19, is a soph, at Merrimac College.
Donald W. Danforth, who is executive vice 
president of Pulp and Paper Research Centre, 
Inc. spoke at the 11th annual conference held 
at Western Michigan University.
Our class pres., Bob Nelson, has received 
another honor. Bob was elected chairman of
1.1
PRAY’S COTTAGES
And
General Store
Boats and motors for rent— 
Non-resident licenses—gas and 
oil—Nearest service to Baxter 
State Park on the west—Green­
ville 43 miles—Millinocket 32 
miles—Patten 65 mile s—New 
modern ranch houses and one- 
room apartments—A village in 
the wilderness.
Evelyn Pray ’37 
Ripogenus Dam 
Greenville, Maine 04441
Tel: 695-2526
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trustees of the Southeastern Massachusetts 
Technological Institute. Bob was appointed to 
the board March 25, 1965 by Gov. John A. 
Volpe. Winifred Nelson is a very active mem­
ber of the Attleboro School Committee.
Donald M. Howard of Vassalboro has been 
hired to teach in Whitefield. Don has taught 
at Lee Academy and in the Waterville school 
system.
Robert Marden Miller has been promoted to 
class 3 in the Foreign Service of the United 
States. Since entering the Foreign Service in 
1949 he has served in Italy, Austria, Guate­
mala, Chile and Yugoslavia. Robert is presently 
assigned to the Department of State as Post 
Management Officer for Europe. Mrs. Miller is 
the former Elizabeth L. Evans of Pacific Palis­
ades, Calif. The Millers have three children, 
John, 21; Timothy, 19 and Mark 15.
Hope all you ’45 ers have a fine summer and 
it would surely be nice to hear from you so 
we could start the fall with a real newsy 
column.
Where has everybody gone? I 
cannot find any ’46ers. I would like 
very much to write a newsy column 
for you but this is impossible with­
out your help. Won’t* you please write to me?
News of Cecil P. Nelson comes to us via the 
Alumni Office.
Officer at
N.Y.
/
Cecil is an Assistant Trust 
First National City Bank, New York,
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Evelyn (White) Desmond got some 
much-deserved publicity in The BIW 
Log as “Woman of the Month.” 
Evie is the head of the Personnel-
Payroll Services Dept, of the Hyde Division 
(Bath Iron Works), the first woman to serve 
Hyde in a supervisory capacity. In addition to 
her regular duties, she is an associate editor 
of the Log. She and Al live in West Bath with 
Tommy, 14, and Susan 9.
Doing the tourist-bit in Europe is Amelia 
(Swain) Entin. Len is on a business trip, and 
Mealie gets to look around in Paris and London. 
Beautiful parks and the food—ooo-la-la! she
says.
Congratulations to Hastings and Jane (Han­
son ’49) Bartley, Jr. of Millinocket on the 
birth of a son, Jeffrey Hastings Bartley, Feb. 8, 
1967. This is the third boy for the Bartleys.
Our class was well-represented at the last 
meeting of the Southern Penobscot Alumnae 
of the U. of M. Barbara Conners, Arline 
(Tankle) Keith, Barbara (Mills) Browne, 
Joanie (Ambrose) Shaw, and I were on hand 
to hear President Young speak to the group. 
We do enjoy having the Youngs back on 
campus.
' 48'8
residents, 
Mich., in
The North Jersey Alumni dinner 
in April was the setting for a de­
lightful visit with Marit (Andersen) 
and Dr Bill Wilson who are new 
having moved from Ann Arbor, 
Jan. Bill has joined the brand-new
Rutgers Med. School as prof, of clinical medi­
cine and home is now 568 Church St., Bound 
Brook. A recent returnee to this area after 
several years’ residence in Europe is Sheldon 
Smith and we listened eagerly to accounts of 
his travels; he is now located in N.Y. as vice 
pres, of Walter Kidde Construction Co. and 
lives at 53 Watchung Blvd., Murray Hill, N.J. 
with his German-born wife and two very 
young daughters.
Frank took his Little League team to see 
Maine beat Princeton while the team was in 
this area—naturally, they all rooted for Maine! 
We had a chance to chat with Foster Jacobs 
who has a very busy job as Supt. of Grounds 
and Buildings at Princeton U. He and his 
family were anticipating a trp to Expo ’67 in 
the early spring.
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John Whalen works out of N.Y. as a market 
researcher with Kendall Co. and lives just 
outside Trenton at 20 Pine Knoll Drive with 
his wife, 2 girls and 2 boys.
In late April Frank participated in a Public 
Policy Forum Conference, sponsored ’ by the 
Bureau of Gov. Research at Rutgers, and spoke 
on Local Gov. in N.J.
There are several promotions worthy of 
noting, although space is not available for a 
lengthy account of each career:
Allan Johns has been named 2nd v.p., ass’t 
treas. and ass’t sec’y of Paul Revere Life Ins. 
Co. in Worcester, Mass.
Donald Peterson is now Mgr. of Business 
Planning of G. E.’s Overseas Lamp Div. in 
Cleveland, O.
Also from Worcester—Spencer Baker has been 
named senior research engineer in Norton Co.’s 
Protective Products Div.
Robert H. Wells, Sidney, N.Y., is in charge 
of technical development of foundry and 
abrasive products in the Adhesives and Chemi­
cals Div. of the Borden Chem. Co. at Bain­
bridge, N.Y.
Robert Hazelwood is now manager of corpor­
ate accounts for the Flintkote Co., and can be 
located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y.
to 
i on his marriage 
to Miss Cynthia Markos of Augusta 
on Jan. 21. George is an Engineer 
for the Walsh Construction Co. of Jay.
Donald C. Kinney was recently promoted 
to Corporate Trust Officer of the First National 
Bank of Portland. George R. Harris has been 
named to head G.E.’s operations at their new 
facility in Burlington, Vt. Ralph A. Stoughton 
of Greenville, R.I. has been elected Sales 
Vice-Pres. for the Northeastern Region of The 
Paul Revere Life Insurance Co. of Worcester, 
Mass.
Robert C. Haraden was recently appointed 
assistant superintendent of Grand Teton Na­
tional Park in Wyoming. K. A. Ray is a project 
engineer for Hughes Aircraft, El Segundo, Calif. 
Sydney F. Shapiro is Manager of Technical 
Publications and Advertising at Baird-Atomic, 
Inc., Cambridge, 
Professor Howe Hall, 
Dickinson, Texas 
engineer for the Union Carbide Co. at 
City, Texas.
Many of our classmates are doing a 
traveling these days. Marnel (Abrams) Sumner 
is in Tel Aviv to stage the NY musical hit, 
“The Man of La Mancha” in a Hebrew version. 
Barbara (Hastings) Honkala writes that her 
husband, Rudy, left Dec. 30 on his third trip 
to Antarctica as 
expedition from 
Polar Research. 
Meantime, Barb 
nician with U.S. Insect Research in Missoula, 
Montana. A busy life along with taking care of 
two boys and two girls, skiing and back-packing 
trips this summer. Gerald Obermeyer is cur­
rently in Lisbon, Portugal working on the 
opening of General Instruments Lusitania’s new 
Electronics plant there. His wife and three 
sons will join him early this summer.
Samuel A. Golden, who teaches at Wayne 
State University in Detroit has written the first 
biographical literary study of the poet Frederick 
Goddard Tuckerman (1821-1873).
William J. 
relations at 
Center, Boston. He has been elected 
of the New England Chapter, Public 
Society of America.
/ A 
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John Hall, son of 
now 
been
a resident 
named
of 
Senior 
Texas
lot of
station leader of a nine man 
Ohio State U’s Institute of 
He’ll return early in 1968. 
has a job as Biological Tech-
Brennan is director of public 
the Children’s Hospital Medical 
president 
Relations
Harlan Witham has been appointed 
personnel manager for Epsco, Inc. 
of Westwood, Mass. Dick Tamm is 
now senior branch manager of the 
Ind., sales office of The Foxboro 
is a worldwide manufacturer of 
and control systems for the process
industries. Major James Coughlin is an air 
operations officer at Stewart AFB, N.Y., and 
has recently completed the Air War College 
correspondence program which is designed to 
expand the knowledge and understanding of 
senior Air Force officers and to prepare them 
for high command and staff positions. Niles 
Williams of Hampden is woodlands manager 
and -vice president of the Dead River Co. Paul 
Zdanowicz is active in the education field and 
had a speaking part at the annual convention 
of the National Assoc, of Secondary School 
Principals in Dallas in Feb. Marion Packard 
is superintendent of the Kennebunk area water 
district.
Laurence Barrington, professor of economics 
and marketing at Leicester Jr. College in Mass., 
has been named alumni secretary for the 
college. Dr. Edward Alexander of Andover, 
Mass., has assumed duties as coordinator of 
graduate studies at Lowell Technological 
Institute. He will also head the dept, of 
radiological sciences at LTI’s new Pinanski 
Nuclear Center. Tom Higgins has been a visit- 
ing lecturer during the spring term at Mass, 
State College in the Dept, of Library Science. 
Everett Pillsbury of Hampton, N.H., has been 
elected assistant vice-president of N.H. Bank- 
sharen, Inc. James Welch is back in Maine in 
Cape Elizabeth. Jim is with the Wm. Under­
wood Co. which now controls Bumham and 
Morrill. He handles the European area and 
hopes to bring research and development on 
more Underwood products to the B & M plant.
Janet ’55 and Bill Bodwell welcomed William. 
Edward Bodwell II, all 8 pounds and 12 ounces, 
on March 18.
Had a most interesting letter from John 
Bache-Wiig who is with the USDA, Agriculture- 
Research Service, Plant Quarantine Div. John 
did 2 years of gra uate work at the U. of 
Florida, has spent 3 years in the Hawaiian Is- 
lands, and has been in Miami the past ten years.
Dr. Howard Berg has his dental practice in 
Bangor and the Berg’s welcomed their third son,. 
David Bruce, born last October. Dottie (Lord) 
and Al Hopkins are now living in Manchester. 
Conn. Guy Rowe is a sales representative with, 
McGraw Hill Co. Lora (Moulton) and Bob. 
White are in Cupertino, Calif., where Bob is 
teaching and Lora is studying math, on a year’s. 
NSF grant. Marilyn (Seavey) and Joe Reilly- 
are now in Vergennes, Vt., where Joe is man­
ager of materials with Simmonds Precision Pro­
ducts. Dick Dempsey was transferred from 
Somerville, N.J., to San Angelo, Texas, and a. 
new son was also added to their family last 
year. James Matthews joined the J.M.A. Leves­
que family here in Auburn. Al has charge of 
Allstate Ins. with the Sears Co. in Lewiston.
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We Millers are on the move again 
this time to Kwajalein Atoll in the 
Marshall Islands. Stan ’49 has been
asked to head Project Press, M.I.T. 
Lincoln Laboratory’s radar and optic facilities, 
there. We are all looking forward to “life on 
a tiny atoll”—so if there are any U. of Maine 
Alums in the Pacific please drop in! Since we- 
will probably be gone two years Pat Murphy- 
Bragdon has gladly(?) said she will be our 
new secretary. Her address is 10 Meeting; 
House Lane, E. Weymouth, Mass. 02189. As. 
of July 1 our address: Box 2134, APO San 
Francisco 96555.
Lost classmates found: Wendell and Ruth, 
(Curtly) Joy live at 229 Valley Rd., Needham, 
Mass, with son, Steven.
Fred and Marge (Sawyer) Fitanides live in* 
Conn, but operate a camping area in the 
summer on route 1 in Saco, called Cascadia. 
They have two youngsters: Andrea and Fred’ 
Jr.
John ’50 and Valerie (Smith) Stimpson wrote 
that their gang Kevin, 11, Karen, 9, and Kim­
berly, 7, all live at Gate House, Strawberry Hill, 
Irvington, N. Y. Best wishes go to John on his. 
promotion as Regional Vice President with New 
York Life Insurance Co.—his office is basedC
in New York City.
—
Do you know why 
“TRUST” is our middle name?
Here’s why: The Merrill TRUST Company offers a wide 
range of estate, trust, investment management, agent 
and custodian services to meet practically all your re­
quirements. An experienced and competent staff are 
available to assist you in making the most efficient use 
of these Trust Department services. Visit us soon with 
your attorney for the services that can be helpful to you 
and your family.
the Merrill Trust Company
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation • Member Federal Reserve System
Serving All of Eastern Maine
New address for Mary Dean (Yates) Floyd: 
1800 Snowdrop Lane, Silver Spring, Md. Hubby 
Dick and sons Phillip, 13, Michael, 11, and 
Peter, 9, keep Mary Dean on her toes.
Russ and Jo (Josslyn) Meade live at 57 Post­
gate Rd., Hamilton, Mass., along with their 
three chidren: Jeffrey, 12, Holly, 10, and Andrea, 
8. Russ is a salesman in the Electrical Division 
of Minn. Mining & Manufacturing Co.
Dick and Marilyn (Raymond) Boss live at 92 
Ferrente Ave., Greenfield, Mass., with five 
youngsters. Dick is now Plant Manager of Mil­
lers Falls Paper Co.
Marilyn (Wyman) Spear is Religion Editor of 
the “Worcester Telegram” in Worcester, Mass. 
Her job enables her to attend many Religious 
Conferences; she has travelled to Rome, Geneva 
& Belgium. Marilyn is still going to college and 
hopes to graduate from Clark University.
Many of our classmates have been very suc­
cessful in varied areas this year. Best wishes 
and congratulations to the following on their 
achievements:
William Rocheleau, Jr., was elected Mayor 
of Lewiston.
Stanley H. Eddy has been appointed trust 
officer of the Third National Bank of Hampden 
County in Springfield, Mass. The Eddys have 
two children.
Donald M. Stevens of Woodbridge, 
Conn., has been elected a vice-presi­
dent of the Brock-Hall Dairy Co., 
Connecticut’s largest independent 
dairy and food company. He joined the com­
pany as personnel manager in 1963.
David E. Bates is now in Warren, Mich., 
where he has been elected a vice-president of 
Briggs Manufacturing Co. He moved to Michi­
gan from New York where he has been associ­
ated with the Oxford Paper Co., since 1956.
James S. Thorne has been named assistant
manager at the Hartford agency of Connecticut 
Life Insurance Co. He joined the agency in 
1962 and was appointed staff assistant in 1964. 
He was named to the company’s Vice Presi­
dent’s Club in 1953 for outstanding agents.
Gordon Thorburn is principal of Portsmouth 
(N.H.) High School. He has taught at Bridg­
ton Academy, Melrose (Mass.) High School 
and has been principal of Hollis High School 
(near Nashua, N.H.) for eight years. He served 
two years in the army and received a master’s 
degree in education and mathematics from the 
University of Maine in 1960. He is married 
and the father of three children.
Philip J. “Jim” Butterfield, who has teen 
on the football coaching staffs of Maine and
Colgate, has been named head football coach 
at Ithaca College, N.Y.
Robert E. Packard has been named claims 
analyst in the casualty and surety division 
claim department at the home office of Aetna 
Life & Casualty, Hartford, Conn. He joined 
the company in 1953.
Attorney Henry N. Berry III of Cape Eliza­
beth has been appointed by U.S. Attorney 
General Ramsey Clark to conduct hearings of 
conscientious objectors registered with the 
Selective Service in the Portland area.
Fred Hutchinson has been promoted to pro­
fessor of soils at the Orono campus. He was 
invited to speak at a meeting of the National 
Highway Research Board in Washington, D.C. 
this year on the relationship of road salt appli­
cations to sodium and chlorine ion levels in 
soils bordering major highways.
Maj. Warren Hathaway received the fourth 
award of the Army Commendation Medal 
while serving as assistant chief of staff for 
coordination and analysis in the 1st Signal 
Brigade headquarters in Saigon, Vietnam.
Jean Dolloff Kreizinger, who is teaching 
botany and genetics at Danbury Junior College. 
Danbury, Conn., has received a fellowship for 
study and research on human genetics at the 
University of Texas in Houston. She will be 
in Danbury until July.
Martha Benson of Etna, N.H., is a technician 
at Dartmouth Medical School.
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I Georgia (Williamson) Bass writes 
that she and husband Gordon have 
i purchased their first home in East 
Rochester, N.Y. Gordon is an elec­
tronic engineer for General Dynamics and 
Georgia is working for a group of radiologists. 
Seth Bradstreet is the first Democrat ever 
elected to serve the Maine Legislature from 
the towns of Newport, Corinna, Stetson, and 
Exeter. Seth taught vocational agriculture at 
Corinna Union Academy for one year and 
then purchased a potato farm in Newport. He 
and his wife Betty have four children.
'55
Your reporter has returned re­
laxed and tanned from a spring vaca­
tion in Southern California and is 
back at her desk in the College De­
partment of Random House, Inc., 501 Madison 
Avenue, N.Y.C. Do stop by the office if you 
venture into the city this summer (or any time).
William Oliver was re-elected to the Board 
of Selectmen on March 27, the first day of 
Orono’s annual town meeting. He was unop­
posed.
In early April, Dana Baggett, director of 
the U. of M. Bureau of Public Administration, 
attended a national conference on Councils of 
Government in Washington, D.C. The invita­
tion to attend the conference was extended by 
Vice President Hubert Humphrey, who was the 
keynote speaker.
Professor Carl Buschner, a member of the 
biology department at Holyoke (Massachusetts) 
Community College, received his master’s de­
gree in plant pathology from Cornell University. 
During the summers of 1962 and 1963, he did 
work in the evolution of vascu ar plants at 
Vanderbilt University and in genetics at North 
Carolina State College under National Science 
Foundation Fellowships. Before he joined the 
HCC staff, he was assistant professor of biology 
at the State University of New York, Oneonta 
campus, where he taught for five years.
That little gal seen in the baby buggy around 
Brooklyn Heights, N.Y.C., these days is Eliza­
beth Leitch, an October 1966 arrival. Her par­
ents are Bill, an editor of “Business Week” 
magazine, and Betsy (Pullen) Leitch.
Janet and Bill ’50 Bodwell welcomed William 
Edward Bodwell II, on March 18, 1967.
Dr. Stanley Falkow became associate profes­
sor of microbiology in the School of Medicine 
at Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. on 
December 1. Before his appointment, he had 
been a professional lecturer at the university 
and assistant chief of the Department of Bacte­
rial Immunology at the Walter Reed Army In­
stitute of Research. Stanley received both his 
master’s degree and doctorate in biology from 
Brown University in 1960 and 1951. He and his 
wife,., the former Rhoda Ostroff, Fall River, 
Massachusetts, have two children, Lynn Beth, 
5, and Jill Stuart, 2. Their address is 3913 
Elby Street, Wheaton, Maryland.
on a/ Congrats to Louis Cardani summer National Science Institute at 
Holy Cross College.
Rev. Frederick Lyon 
wife, Sally, Mark, 6, and Linda, 
moved to Precinct St., Lakeville,
Fred has become resident pastor for the United 
Church of Christ.
and family—
7, are newly 
Mass., where
Victor R. Lonn and family are now located 
in Aurora, Minn. William D. Johnson’s the new 
Programs Manager, N.E. division, of Mobil 
Oil Corp.
George A. Quirk’s family is now located in 
Ohio. Daughters-Kathleen, Mary Jo, and Ann 
Marie—are proud of their sales training man­
ager for the McBee Systems Division of Litton 
Industries.
Calvin Hawkins & wife Nancy and family 
are in Lancaster, N.H., where Cal’s with the 
U.S. Post Office.
Dr. Kenneth W. Allen, Masters, Maine, and 
Ph.D., Rice, is currently head of the U. of 
M’s Dept, of Zoology and a visiting scientist 
in the Am. Inst, of Biological Science.
Stanley E. Clish, now an NBC exec., has 
been appointed to produce the world’s first 
regularly schedued transoceanic television news 
program.
William J. Ruff has been appointed a claims 
representative for Peerless Insur. Co. in their 
Concord, N.H., branch office.
What say, guy or gal, haven’t seen your name 
in the column lately? The ole’ Maine Black 
Bear’s looking over your shoulder as you sit 
down and send along a few words to me at 5 
Spruce St. I’m checking the mails each day.
That old devil—John Stroud—is basketball 
man at Yarmouth High School and can be 
reached through his cheerleaders—wife Connie 
and daughters—Judy, 8 1/2, and Nancy, 5, at 
Casco Terr., Falmouth, Maine.
DANA AND JUDY (Beckler) BAGGETT 
with son Ian and gal Meredith are at 292 Still­
water Ave., Old Town, 04468, for all returning 
classmates to visit.
MERLE (’55) & Eleanor (would you believe 
—Tickie Turner) Noyes and children Cindy and 
Ron of R.F.D. Frenchtown, N. J., are looking 
forward to summer fun in their new pool. Glad 
to hear Merle is recovering from his ’66 bout 
with a tricky ticker.
CAPT. JAMES F. DELANEY was recently 
decorated with the A. F. Commendation medal 
for service. Jim’s presently officer-in-charge of 
the 63rd wing’s air lift training section at Hun­
ter A.F.B., Ga.
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Frank Weston has 
the Librarian of the 
marketing division of Ronson Co. 
Woodbridge, N.J.
John Lee is in the Chemical Division 
United Shoe Machinery Corp. His address 
Hill Road, Boxboro, Mass.
Reno and Pat Roy 
Middle St. Reno is 
Director.
John Littlefield has
Brunswick sports editor of the new afternoon 
Consolidated Daily. John was honored by 
Maine Jaycees as one of the state’s top 
young men of the year.
Frank Borda has been appointed Deputy 
sistant Secretary of Labor. Frank, his wife,
their five children live at 1609 Sanford Rd 
Silver Spring, MD. 
Richard Gay is on a year’s leave of absence 
from the Govt, after a six-year duty in Bangkok 
Thailand. They (wife, Dick, and 4 children) are 
living in Milbridge, Me.
Paul Taiganides has returned to the U.S. 
after five months abroad, touring Europe, vaca­
tioning in Greece and then three months in 
India where he served as Consultant to the Col­
lege of Agriculture Engineering, Punjab Agri­
culture Univ. Ludhaina, Punjab.
Waldo Brooks Jr. has been named dial service 
manager for New England Tele. Co.’s Spring­
field, Mass, district.
Fred Martin, has been promoted to the 
tion of staff engineer in the unbleached 
mill of West Virginia Pulp and Paper 
Covington mill.
Barclay Austin has been named Ass’t 
President of Depositor’s Trust, Augusta.
John Heyer and his partner have moved into 
their own building with their insurance business, 
KEER-HEYER Insurance. Point Pleasant Beach, 
N. J. John, and his wife and two boys live in 
Bay Head N. J. He plans to attend Reunion (do 
you?!) and has heard from John Charles in San 
Francisco who 
John.
Jim Varner 
Director of .the Morris County Economic Op­
portunity 
program 
people.
Alan 
rector, 
mander 
Guard.
Ken
East Millinocket.
posi- 
pulp 
Co.’s
Vice
has been appointed Executive
also hopes to attend. Thanks
Council Inc. This is an anti-poverty 
for a community of some 341,500
Walton is a teacher and Athletic Di­
Bath Jr. High, and Company 
Co. C. 20th Armor Maine Army
Com- 
Nat’l
High,Nelson is principal of Schenck
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YOUR SILENT PARTNER
Uncle Sam wants you to know that from the earliest days of our nation, 
the Federal government has encouraged private support of public and non­
profit educational organizations through charitable deductions on one’s Fed­
eral income tax return.
i Yes, Uncle Sam has been a silent partner in every gift you have made.
Today, for example, “he” contributes a portion of your gifts as shown 
in this table:
If your taxable income as For each dollar of contributions
a single personA a married couple Your cost is Tax saved isis up to is up to
6,000 12,000 .78 .22
8,000 16,000 .75 .25
10,000 20,000 .72 .28
12,000 24,000 .68 .32
16,000 32,000 .61 .39
20,000 40,000 .55 .45
26,000 52,000 .50 .50
50,000 100,000 .40 .60
100,000 200,000 .31 .69
Example: A $100.00 gift by a single man with taxable income up to $10,000 costs him $72.00;
Uncle Sam has contributed $28.00.
GIVING WHILE ALIVE
After you have made proper provision for your 
family and you have decided you wish to contrib­
ute to the advancement of your alma mater, con­
sider the many advantages of the modem concept 
of giving while you are alive, either outright or 
through a trust.
EXTRA TAX SAVINGS
There are extra tax savings through gifts made 
while you are alive, which you owe to yourself and 
your estate to explore. It costs nothing to check the 
advantages of lifetime giving. In the process, you
FUN OF 
may learn how satisfying it is to give until it is 
fun to give, particularly while you are here to see 
and know the results of your thoughtful generosity.
GIVING
You may have the fun of giving through the 
General Alumni Association 
— annual giving program
University of Maine Foundation
— to endow for a specific use or for 
urgently needed unrestricted purposes
University of Maine Pulp and Paper 
Foundation
— if you are interested in this field
Pine Tree State 4-H Club Foundation
— if you wish to endow or support 4-H 
Club work
Would You Like To Explore Lifetime Giving Advantages?
Development Council
For further information, write to: 
University of Maine One Winslow Hall Orono, Maine 04473
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Ronnie LeClair, teaching pro at the 
Fairlawn Golf Club in East Poland, 
has won the 1966 Pro of the Year 
Award. This is Ronnie’s fourth such 
title having previously won in 1962, 1963, and 
1964. John H. Dalev, Jr. took as his bride 
Beverly Skillins of Westbrook. They are resid­
ing in Westbrook where John is associated with 
John W. Hay. Ronald W. Hill has been ap­
pointed planning analyst in the office of plan­
ning and research at State Mutual Life Assur­
ance Company of America in Worcester, Mass. 
The Patricks, Chuck, Prisca (Labbe), David, 
and Denis reside in Vernon, Conn., where Chuck 
is with Hamilton Standard. Amy Thurrell joined 
Larry, Helen, Marian, Lars, and Julie on Dec. 
9th. The Thurrells are now in LaGrange, Ill. 
Capt. and Mrs. David Schlieper (Nancy Wakely) 
and Steve, Lisa-Jean, and Gregg are at Ft. 
Sill, Okla., where Dave has been 
for the past year.
Born to Judy (Clayter) and John 
son, John Eric on February 6th. He 
ters, Jodie & Julie on Vinalhaven. 
Kierstead has been promoted to major by the 
provost marshal of the 8th Army, Korea. Dana 
is assigned as senior military police advisor to 
Brigadier General Kim, provost marshal of the 
Republic of Korea Army. Dana is married and 
has two children—Dana Scott, Jr. and Sarah
/
stationed
Arey, a 
joins sis- 
Dana S.
Sue. Also promoted to major during cermonies 
at Ft. Eustis, Va. on February 27th was Ken­
neth C. Eaton. Norman W. Buzzell has been 
appointed manager of the new Eastern Trust 
and Banking Company office in Brewer. Norm 
and his wife reside with sons James and 
Andrew at 647 Ohio St. Bangor. Amelia A. 
Hersom and David A. Waible were united in 
marriage at St. Francis Xavier Church in 
Winthrop. After a wedding trip to Aspen and 
Vail Colo, they will be at home in Newton- 
ville, Mass. Fred Brueck, Jr writes that he is 
now sales representative for Endicott Johnson 
Corp, covering the metro Baltimore-Washing­
ton D.C. area. He, his wife, and two children 
live in Baltimore.
Eugene, Oregon—and in between errors, Carol 
writes of the arrival of their second child, a 
little girl, Katherine Elizabeth.
To Kirksville, Missouri have gone Cleta and 
Mike Stockwell and their three boys where 
Mike is studying to become an Osteopathic 
Physician at Kirksville College of Osteopathy 
and Surgery.
Jane (Chapman) Bennett writes that Al re­
ceived his Doctorate in Mathematics from the 
University of Michigan and will be teaching at 
the U. of N.H. this Fall. They have three boys, 
Al, 5, Garry, 3, and Greg, 2, and expecting a 
fourth. Jane corresponds with Peter and Kaye 
(Sawyer) Hannah who are living at River 
Road, Essex Junction, Vermont. Pete received 
his Ph.D. in Forestry from the University of 
Michigan and is now teaching at the University 
of Vermont. They have two little girls.
Jane also had news of Laurel (Hoyt) Blaney 
and Ellen Spalding. Laurel lives in Stockton 
Calif, where her husband teaches theology at 
the College of the Pacific. They have one little 
girl, Martha, 2. And Ellen Spalding is attending 
Hunter College in N.Y. where she is working 
on a Master’s in Education.
Robert and Sally (Flemington) Ambrose are 
now at 824 Redmill Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio 
after a tour of duty in France. They have 2 
children, Stephen, 31/2 and Sam, 19 mos.
Mark has accepted a position as Associate 
Director of UCEA, and, therefore, we will be 
leaving for Columbus, Ohio in the Fall. If any 
of you out there are living in or around 
Columbus we would certainly appreciate hearing 
from you..
Railroad at Northern Maine Junction.—George 
E. Dandaneau attended an educational seminar 
for Wyeth Laboratories of Radnor, Pennsyl­
vania.—Judy Ohr Gilmartin was present at 
the White House on the the 10th of March 
when her husband, Captain John Gilmartin 
U.S.A.F. and three other men of his squadron 
were presented with the Presidential Unit Cita­
tion for his group. President Johnson, when 
still a Senator, had nominated John for the 
Air Force Academy.
/
half.
and Dana Deering and 
to St. Petersburg, Fla., 
in his third year of the
'59
The marriage of John and Jamis 
Kathryn (Hughlett) Hennings was 
announced in Huntsville, Ala. John
is a senior engineer with Brown 
Engineering Co. and is doing graduate work at 
the Univ, of Alabama. Jamis Kathryn, a grad­
uate of the Univ, of Chattanooga, is a price 
analyst for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration.
Stanley and Ruth Koehler are now at Color­
ado State University, Ft. Collins, where Stanley 
is doing research. They had two children, 
Ethan John and Elizabeth.
Capt. Robert Wilshire received the Distin­
guished Flying Cross in Hahn, Germany. He 
distinguished himself on April 22, 1966, while 
commanding an F4C aircraft in Southeast 
Asia. Robert is married to the former Janet 
Staples and they have a son and two daughters.
George Lovett has been appointed personnel 
director at Wheaton College. George and his 
wife, Jean, live in North Easton, Mass. They 
have three children.
Thomas and Linda (Anderson ’61) Car­
michael are residing in North Attleboro, Mass, 
with their two children, Karen, and Lisa 2. 
Thomas who is with the New England Tele­
phone and Telegraph Co., has been selected to 
attend the Middle Management Development 
Course at Harvard Graduate School of Busi­
ness.
'60
Only one letter with news of in­
terest in the past few months. Surely 
we can do better than that. The 
next column comes out in Sept;—try
to drop me a line before then.
My apologies to Carol and Dick ’57 Jones 
whose address was printed incorrectly. They 
are living at 780 Mountain View Drive in
'61 Births
'61 Congratulations to Blaine ’59 and
 Ellen (Shibles) Moores on the
birth of Jennifer Banks on February 
22nd. Blaine and Ellen are at present innkeepers 
at the Squaw Mountain Inn, Greenville Junc­
tion. In June, they will be moving to the 
Bethel Inn, Bethel.—A son, Barry S., arrived 
on April 2nd for Mr. and Mrs. Ronald 
Drogin.—In October of last year a son, Peter 
Scott, was born to the Laurence S. Gardner’s. 
Larry and Judith are living in Edison, New 
Jersey where Larry works for United Airlines. 
—Philip Hassler writes that they now have 
three children; Lynn 5, Christopher 3, and 
Kimberly 9 months.
Who, Where and When
Larry D. Cilley has been appointed Adminis­
trative Officer of Sutter County California. 
Larry and his wife Carol and their two children 
are living in Redwood City.—Leanne Dyke is 
Science Librarian at the University of Dela­
ware and also part time student in Chemistry. 
She-is living at 25 Marvin Drive Apartment 3B 
South Gate Gardens, Newark, Delaware 19711. 
—David Gildart has been graduated from Con­
tinental Airlines Jet Pilot Training School and 
is now based in Los Angeles and flying as 
Second Officer on Continental’s Boeing Golden 
Jets. He lives in Tuscon, Ariz. —Willard T. 
Ware has assumed the duties of Loan Officer 
at the Worcester (Mass.) County National 
Bank. Willard, his wife and three children 
make their home on Prospect Street in Prince­
ton.—Charles (Chick) O’Leary has taken over 
as Director of the Augusta-Gardiner Community 
Action Program. He is engaged to Miss Pamela 
Braley and after their wedding they will be 
living at 36 Murray Street.—Carol Ann Pratt 
is returning home to Boothbay Harbor after 
working overseas for five years, she spent her 
last year in the British Crown Colony of Hong 
Kong.—William A. Alden is the new Assistant 
Ranger on the Ammonoosuc Ranger District 
in Littleton, New Hampshire. He was previously 
assigned as a Forester on the Gauley Ranger 
District in Richwood, West Virginia.—Robert 
S. Trial has taken a job with the Vocaline 
Corporation of South Bristol. The Trial’s are 
temporarily living in Wiscasset and hope to 
own their own home in Waldoboro soon.— 
Alvin W. DeLong of Millinocket was named 
Special Agent for the Bangor and Aroostook
Lt. Francis X. Goodwin has 
joined the faculty at Maine Maritime 
Academy, Castine, in the engineer­
ing department. Since 1962 he has
been employed as a marine engineer at the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and as an execu­
tive officer at the Naval Reserve Unit at Ports­
mouth. Erik, son of Bruce and Carol Ann 
(Hall) Olsen was one year old on April 24. 
The Olsen family is in Utica, N.Y., where 
Bruce is director of the Hearing and Speech 
Center.
Capt. Lewis Armstrong is on duty at Albrook 
AFB in the Canal Zone, where he is person­
nel officer, going there from Stewart AFB in 
New York. He is assigned to the USAF 
Southern Command. His wife, Ann, is from 
Clarksdale, Miss. Lt. Peter Crooker has been 
promoted to assistant special services officer 
at the U.S. Naval Station, Rota, Spain. Jill and 
Peter are the parents of a son, Christopher, 
almost a year and a
Phyliis (Stewart) 
children are moving 
where Dana will be
General Electric training program. They are 
living in Clearwater, Fla. John Rhoda is now 
teaching in Middletown, N.Y. Capt. Donald M. 
Cahoon is communications officer at Ramstein 
AFB in Germany and is studying at the Uni­
versity of Southern California European Divi­
sion in Ramstein. His wife is the former 
Jeanne Savaria of Waterbury, Conn.
MARRIED: Marion E. Watts of Longmead­
ow, Mass., to Frank L. Banks, whose wedding 
trip took them to Honolulu, Hawaii, where 
they reside at 250 Iolani Ave. Marion attended 
Duke University and is a graduate of American 
International College. Frank is a mechanical 
engineer for the Naval Facilities, Engineering 
Command at Pearl Harbor; Patricia Carman of 
Ipswich, Mass., to David S. Blonda of Char­
lotte, N.C., where they reside, 
uated from Vermont College.
Judith Ann Pratt to Walter 
’51 of Ellsworth on March 4.
Patricia grad-
A Thompson 
Both are em-
ployed by the Cooperative Extension Service in 
Ellsworth and they reside in Lamoine;) Con­
stance D. Miller of Weston, Mass., to Walter 
Earl Manter of Auburn. They make their home 
in Durham, N.H. where Walter is an engineer­
ing major at UNH.
Claire V. Snyder of Alexandria, Va., to Lt. 
Robin R. Loeschner on March 25 in the U.S. 
Navy Chapel, Washington, D.C. Claire at­
tended Wesley College and is on the staff of 
the State of Ohio Development Office, Washing­
ton. Bob receives his discharge from the ser­
vice in September and will enter dental school 
in the fall. They reside in Alexandria; Susan 
F. Lathrop of Niantic, Conn., to William D. 
Moore, now at home at 161 Boston Post Rd., 
Waterford, Conn.
BIRTHS: Dewey Hutton II, to Mr and Mrs. 
Dewey H. LaRochelle (Ingrid Bain) of Kew 
Gardens, Long Island, N.Y., on Feb. 28; a 
son to Mr. and. Mrs. Jefferson Ackor (Susan 
Oakes) of Highland Ave., Winthrop, on April 
9.
'63
Your class reporter, Maureen 
(Henry ) and husband, Jim Goff 
are parents of their first child, a
son, James on April 23, 1967. Daddy 
Jim is an information specialist (Radio and 
T.V.) at the Univ. Rhode Island. Gordon and
New! - For You! - Our Alumni!
Now! — A Complete Line Of University Furniture!
B342-214 Captain’s Chair—Black Arms—$36.50
B342-218 Captain’s Chair—Cherry Arms—$37.75
B341-214 Side Chair—$24.50
B183-214 Boston Rocker—Ladies’—$36.50
N726-114 Boston Rocker—Men’s—$38.50
N556-114 Boston Rocker—Junior—$16.95
N119-114 Love Seat—34'—$45.00
Prices must have 4% sales tax added when mailed to addresses in Maine. Freight charges will be collect.
The University Stores
“Majoring In Service”
Serving the University of Maine on the campuses of 
Augusta, Orono, and Portland and elsewhere about 
the state as the needs of our C.E.D. program expand.
Hauck Auditorium
Orono, Maine 04473 i
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Susan (Smith ’64) Lund, Auburn, N.Y. wel­
comed their first, a son, Gregory, on May 2, 
1967.
From the ’63ers: Barbara Roper—English 
teacher at Glendale Junior High, “This is a 
program in team teaching in Highline District, 
south of Seattle, Wash: Terry Weymouth, 
presently traveling around the world installing 
and trouble shooting demineralization plants. 
Still unmarried; Lt. Donald Corliss. “We’ve 
been at Edgewood Arsenal since July ’66. Just 
received orders for Viet Nam this November. 
Wife teaching second grade”; Rod McClure, 
“I am still with Bell Telephone Labs in Read­
ing (Mass.). Received my M.S. in Physics from 
U. of Pennsylvania in May, 1965. Daughter, 
Barbara Susan will be 3 on May 30;” William 
Waite, Jr., “After spending an enjoyable four 
months in Tifton, Ga., on a soil mapping de­
tail, I have returned to Randolph where I am 
working on the Orange Co. Soil Survey Re­
port.”
To John and Gail (Ladd) Griswold, a son, 
Edward John on Dec. 6, 1966. Grandma and 
Grandpa are Ted ’39 and Peggy (Hauck ’40) 
Ladd of Rockland; great-grandpa and great 
grandma are Dr. Arthur Hauck and Mrs. 
Hauck, of Camden, both ’38 Honorary.
has 
as-/
Army Captain Ronald Vigue 
new responsibilities. He has 
sumed command of Company B, 1st 
Battalion of the 8th Infantry Divi­
sion’s 13th Infantry at Baumholder, Germany. 
Thomas Newman has been promoted to Cap­
tain in the Army while serving in Viet Nam 
and James Martin has made 1st lieutenant in 
the Air Force. Jim is supply officer at Chand­
ler Air Force Station, Minn.
Steven Buck has finished his hitch with the 
Army and is now employed as a civilian at 
in the position of technical 
William 
been discharged from 
employed as an engi- 
Gas and Electric Co. 
She is accompanying 
and Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
to Chile and Peru. Elaine is 
curator of fishes and lecturer 
Harvard. She will spend the
Fort Belvoir, Va., 
director of the Essayons Theater. 
Brewer has also recently 
the service and is now 
neer by Rochester N.Y.
Lucky Elaine Kelley,
an oceanographic expedition from Harvard 
University up and down the Atlantic between 
Recife, Brazil, 
with side trips 
assistant to the 
of biology at
summer at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
sorting and identifying the specimens collected 
on the expedition.
Tom Edge has recently accepted employment 
in Auburn at Agway and Gordon Tennett, Jr. 
is now employed with the Middlesex Mutual 
Insurance Co. in Concord, Mass. Sherman 
Laughton has entered the Executive Training 
program in the Bangor store of Sears, Roebuck. 
Don Vitello is a computer programmer for 
General Telephone of Gloversville, N.Y. Don 
is also a member of the Air National Guard, 
Etter has accepted a 
in the regional high
Schenectady. James 
teaching assignment 
school in Wilbraham, Mass.
Sheila Striar is teaching junior high social 
studies in Melrose, Mass, and working on a 
masters degree in guidance at Northeastern U.
Peter Thompson has been named assistant 
promotion manager at the Bangor Daily News. 
Peter was recently discharged from the U. S. 
Army, receiving the Army Commendation Medal 
for meritorious service while supervising foreign 
students at Fort Gordon, Ga. Peter and his 
wife, Linda (Lovely) are living in Hampden.
Francis Harrison was recently honored at a 
reception given by the Yarmouth teachers. He 
is superintendent of School Union 14.
Francis Meissner is employed in the Boston 
office of Employers’ Group of Insurance Com­
panies as an Underwriting Trainee.
Daniel Gilbert has been named manager of 
the Barry Square Branch of the Society for 
Savings, Hartford, Conn. He and his wife, 
Rosalie, live in East Hartford.
The First National Bank of Portland has an­
nounced the promotion of Wayne McGarvey to 
assistant operations officer. James Berry has 
recently been promoted to York County super­
visor for the Farmers Home Administration.
Hope Adams Franz and her husband, Fred, 
have left New England for the wide open 
spaces of Kansas. Fred was recently separated 
from the Air Force and is going back to Kansas 
State University to work on a master’s degree 
in milling technology.
Carol Sidofsky is back at school. She is en­
rolled at the Antioch-Putney Graduate School 
of Teacher Education participating in a unique 
program to prepare teachers for the problems 
facing urban schools.
Bruce Worcester has received his Master’s 
Degree in agricultural chemistry from the U. of 
Arizona and has moved to Ames, Iowa, where 
he is working for a doctorate in Agronomy at 
Iowa State. Janet (Yudowitch) Leinonen has 
reentered the U. of M. in Augusta and hopes 
to complete another year of school this spring.
Those who have taken the big step to the 
altar include Timothy LaFarge and Frances 
Holst way back last August. Fran is a native 
of Georgia and teaches first grade. Tim is 
engaged in research in Tree Improvement with 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station.
Robert Blackmore and Ella Grant, West­
brook Junior College. They are living in 
Rumford where Bob is employed by Oxford 
Paper Co. as a technical service engineer.
Lt. John Wilkinson to Diane Bemis. Diane 
will graduate this June from Rhode Island 
School of Dental Hygiene and John is leaving 
for Vietnam shortly from Davisville, R.I. where 
he is stationed.
Kenny Crane to Susan Goodridge. They 
are living in Rockland where Ken is employed 
with the Senter Crane Co. Sue is doing some 
substitute teaching.
Tom and Sharon (Taylor) Murphy have a 
new son, William Thomas, born on opening 
day of the baseball season, yet. Another pitcher, 
Tom? Thomas Eugene has recently arrived in 
the home of Eugene and Mary (Day) Monahan. 
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips Holahan have announced 
the arrival of Paul Joseph and Mr. and Mrs. 
William Hoch have added a junior to their 
household.
/ Dick will be back home from Viet­nam in a few weeks. We’ll be living 
on Tully Lake while I finish teach­
ing.
Engagements-. Shirley Murchison to Maurice 
P. Shaw. She is teaching in the Dept, of Com­
merce at St. John Vocational School, St. John, 
N.B. Maurice teaches at Amherst Regional 
High_ School in Amherst, Nova Scotia.
Marriages: Ens. Eric Bleicken, USN, to Judy
C. Patterson of Coronado, Calif. Eric is part 
of an underwater demolition . team and Judy 
attends San Diego College. Lt. Keith Helmer 
to Brenda Chappell of Fayetteville, N.C., 
Keith was stationed at Ft. Bragg, N.C. until 
he left for Vietnam. Brenda is teaching in 
Fayetteville.
Lt. Joseph O’Donnell to Evelyn McGue of 
N. Quincy, Mass. Joe is an air defense director 
at Ft. Lee, Virginia. Their home is in Peters­
burg. Elaine Manter to David L. Gifford a 
physicist with the U.S. Gov’t in Washington,
D. C. Murielle H. Bolduc to Harold F. Parks, 
the assistant director of welfare in Portland, 
where they are living.
Lt. Richard S. Bishop to Patricia A. Mooney, 
a graduate of University of R.I. Before being 
stationed at Ft. Gordon, Ga. Dick was working 
in New York City as an executive trainee for 
the Federal Banking System.
BIRTHS
This column is slowly beginning to grow.
Besides being our class president, an army 
officer and a husband, Horace Horton is now 
a “daddy”. He and Barbara are the parents 
of Angela Gaye. They are at Ft. Bragg, N. C., 
and will be moving to Ft. Knox in April.
Jennifer Susan to Wayne and Jill (Hamilton) 
Quint. They are living in Pittsfield.
Michael David to David and Jackie (Wolfe) 
Verrill. Before she became a mom, Jackie 
was a medical literature researcher for Hoff­
man LaRoche Pharmaceuticals. David is an ac- 
. countant with Price Waterhouse and Co. in 
New York City. They are living in Cedar 
Grove; N. J.
Kevin to Earle H. ’64 and Lois (Gold­
schmidt) Cooper, Madison.
Christopher Told to Carlo Kempton and 
his wife. Carl is teaching physical education 
and is the athletic director at Leavitt High 
School in Turner.
Michael Scott to Richard Dyer and his wife.
/ Darryl Brown is now studying at the U. of M. for his Master’s degree. 
Stephen Pineo has accepted a posi­
tion as equipment specialist for the 
Dept, of the Army in Texarkana, Texas. Robert 
King is currently a student at Antiock-Putney 
Graduate School of Teacher Education. James 
Taylor has accepted a position with Dupont 
Co. in Newark, Del. Linda Steputis is now 
teaching in Cranston, R.I. She plans to be 
married in August. Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Dempsey and daughter have moved to Mexico, 
Me., where Robert is teaching math and 
coaching football at Mexico H.S. Rod Brown 
is now in Penn, employed as production man­
ager for Charmin Paper Co. Mrs. Catherine 
(Roberts) Larkin is now in Dunoon, Argyll, 
Scotland, where her husband Gary is stationed 
with the U.S. Navy. Sarah Hedge is presently 
studying for her M.A.T. at Brown Univ. 
Richard Sawyer has been named by Gov. Ken­
neth Curtis as his special assistant. Dick 
Devarney has signed with the Kansas City 
Athletics in the American Baseball League. 
Joan Wilkinson is employed as a first grade 
teacher in Reading, Mass. James Throumoulos 
has accepted an assignment with the Bangor 
Punta Alegre Sugar Corp. Gerald Robinson, 
after graduation from OTS, is being assigned 
for duty with the Air Forces at Lindsey Air 
Station, Germany. Jean Garner, after graduating 
from a VISTA training program, will spend 
one year working in Woodward, Iowa. Harry 
Tomah has accepted the position as head 
baseball coach for Wells baseball teams. Paul 
Greenwood has been appointed associate pro­
fessional representative for a Pharmaceuticals 
manufacturer in Mass. Nancy (Cleaves) Eames 
is now a society editor for the Kennebec 
Journal in Augusta. Flower Wasylyshyn 
writes that she and Suzanne McGrath are having 
a wonderful time living and working in(N.Y.C. 
Flower is working at McGraw-Hill Publications 
and has been offered an assignment as assistant 
editorship on medical World News. Suzanne 
has a position as supply 
Oil Co.
MARRIED: Frances
Coulombe (’64). Larry
teacher at Windham Jr. H.S. and Frances is on 
the staff of Maine Med. Center in Portland. 
Sarah Bunker to Frank W. Sprague, Jr. of 
Westbrook. Sarah is a member of the teaching 
staff of John Bapst H. S. Patricia Tofuri to 
Brian Bicknell. Brian is on the faculty of No. 
Attleboro H. S. and Patty is Teaching in Wil­
mington, Mass. Anne Witham (’67) to James 
D. Jenkins.
The couple will be residing in Clarksville, 
Tenn., where James is stationed. Paul Schaefer 
to Jane Rushforth of Wethersfield, Conn. The 
couple will be residing in Honolulu, Hawaii, 
where Paul has accepted a pre-doctoral trainee­
ship. Joyce Allen to John Pepin. John is a 
graduate student at the U. of Miss.
BIRTHS: Art and Sylvia Millett would like 
to announce the birth of their new baby girl, 
Judy Dawn, who was born in March.
Marilyn McCarthy and Nancy Houghton are 
teaching in Houlton. They plan to take the U. 
of Maine general Alumni European Tour, this 
summer.
for Mobilprogrammer
to Larry 
education
Hibbard 
is a Phys.
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GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
44 Foster Library
Orono, Maine 04473
1903 MR. HARVEY WHITNEY
698 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 04210
1904 MR. ALLEN KNOWLES
314 Winter Park Towers
1111 South Lakemont Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
1905 MR. JOSEPH W. CROWE
708 North 20th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
1906 MR. HENRY BEARCE
1812 KHIarney Drive
Winter Park, Florida 32789
1907 MR. KARL MacDONALD
P. O. Box 18
Belfast, Maine 04915
1908 MR. JAMES A. GANNETT
166 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
1909 MR. FRED D. KNIGHT
9 Westmoreland Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
1910 MR. ERNEST LAMB
46 Sargent Crossway
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
1911 MR. GEORGE D. BEARCE
138 Franklin Street
Bucksport, Maine 04416
1912 MR. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
1913 MR. CLIFTON CHANDLER
12 Pinewood Drive
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
1914 MR. HAROLD ADAMS
18 Longview Terrace
Kennebunk, Maine 04043
1915 MR. HARVEY P. SLEEPER
327 Lupine Way
Short Hills, New Jersey 07078
1916 MR. EVERETT G. HAM
44 Shirley Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
1917 MRS. HELEN (DANFORTH) WEST
191A Broadway
Bangor, Maine 04401
1918 MR. FRANCIS HEAD
131 Brown Street
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
1919 MR. NORMAN PLUMMER
91 Lenox Avenue
Albany, New York 12203
1920 M. ELEANOR JACKSON, C.L.U.
140 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
1921 MRS. EMDLIE (KRITTER)
J OS SE LYN
229 Kenoza Avenue
Haverhill, Massachusetts 01830
1922 MRS. KAY (SARGENT) MARSTON
Sargentville, Maine 04673
1923 MRS. BEATRICE (CLEAVES)
STEVENS
125 Frances Street
Portland, Maine 04102
1924 MRS. BEATRICE (JOHNSON)
LITTLE
RFD #1
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
1925 MRS. MILDRED (BROWN)
SCHRUMPF
84 College Avenue 
Orono, Maine 04473
1926 MRS. SHIRLEY (ROBERTS)
HEISTAD
503 Riverside Drive 
Augusta, Maine 04330
1927 MRS. EDITH (O’CONNOR)
THAXTER
159 Fountain Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
1928 MRS. HOPE (CRAIG) WIXSON 
Oaknole, R. 2
Winslow, Maine 04901
1929 MRS. MYRTLE (WALKER) DOW
100 Bennoch Road
Orono, Maine 04473
1930 MRS. JEANETTE (RONEY) PERO
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581
1931 MRS. ETHEL (THOMAS) SEZAK
4 Gilbert Street
Orono, Maine 04473
1932 MISS ANGELA MINIUTTI
55 Ashmont Street
Portland, Maine 04103
1933 MRS. BETTY (BARROWS)
PENDLETON
Island Falls, Maine 04747
1934 MRS. FERN (ALLEN) TURBYNE
70 Boston Avenue
Waterville, Maine 04901
1935 MRS. LOUISE (ROSIE) PAINE
212 West Broadway 
Bangor, Maine 04401
1936 MRS. DOROTHY (JONES) SMITH
25 Thompson Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
1937 MR. LESTER SMITH
800 Hitt Street
Lafayette, Indiana 47901
1938 MRS. MARJORIE (LYNDS) COTTING
8 Whittier Place
Charles River Park
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
1939 MRS. BETTY (HOMANS) HANCOCK
Casco, Maine 04015
1940 MRS. LUCIE (PRAY) FLETCHER 
RFD #1
Burlington, Vermont 05401
1941 MR. DONALD BLAISDELL
110 Fireside Terrace
Camillus, New York 13031
1942 MRS. MARY LOUISE (WHITE)
GRIFFEE
423 Aroostook Avenue
Millinocket, Maine 04462
1943 MRS. FRANCES (DONOVAN)
DONOVAN
62 York Drive
Hudson, Ohio 44236
1944 MRS. MARGARET (McCURDY)
COOK
Old Dover Road
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
1945 MRS. ALICE (MANEY) McFARLAND
Osteopathic Hospital of Maine
335 Brighton Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
1946 MRS. BETTY (PERKINS) STEBBINS
29 Oxford Street
Wincester, Massachusetts 01890
1947 MRS. MARY (SAWYER) JORDAN
RFD #1
East Eddington, Maine 04428
1948 MRS. ALICE (FONSECA) HAINES
15 Bradway Avenue 
Trenton, New Jersey 08618
1949 MRS. VERNA (WALLACE)
ANDREWS
16 State Avenue
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
1950 MRS. ELINOR (HANSEN)
BROCKWAY
RFD #3
West Auburn, Maine 04210
1951 MRS. PATRICIA (MURPHY)
BRAGDON
10 Meetinghouse Lane
East Weymouth, Massachusetts 02189
1952 MRS. IDA (MORESHEAD) WILEY
113 Arborway Drive 
Scituate, Massachusetts 02066
1953 MRS. EINI (RIUTTA) JOHNSON
10 Atwood Lane
Brunswick, Maine 04011
1954 MRS. JANE (McINNIS) LAVOIX
RFD #1 
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
1955 MISS HILDA ANN STERLING
700 Boulevard East
Apartment 6C 
Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
1956 MRS. SUE (STILES) THOMAS
5 Spruce Street
Winthrop, Maine 04364
1957 MRS. JANE (CATON) BEAULIEU
Willow Lane
Cumberland, Maine 04021
1958 MRS. JANE (LEDYARD) LAZO
36 Robinwood Avenue
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 02130
1959 MRS. SUZANNE (DUNN) HOWER
583 Overlook Drive
Wycoff, New Jersey 07481
1960 MRS. BETTY (COLLEY) SHIBLES
30E Hasbrouk Apartments
Ithaca, New York 14850
1961 MR. PETER GAMMONS
753 Howard Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21208
1962 MRS. MILDRED (SIMPSON) STEWART 
Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
1963 MRS. MAUREEN (HENRY) GOFF 
University Gardens Apt. 1 B 3 
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
1964 MRS. SANDRA (FARRAR) MILNE
21 Angell Terrace
South Portland, Maine 04106
1965 MRS. MARY KATE (FOOTE)
FALLOON
221 Hurlburt Road
Syracuse, New York 13224
1966 MRS. CAROLYN (GOODOFF) HORN
318 Wilson Avenue
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505
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THANK YOU
What is the ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND? In short, it. is the active support of a great number of 
Alumni to the University of Maine through annual contributions to their General Alumni Association., 
The success of such a project depends upon all active Alumni (i.e. 7000 in 1965-66).
r
Our success also depends upon the actions and decisions of a group of individuals serving on various 
committees.
Our thanks to those alumni who have supported the 1966-67 AAF through contributions and time and 
especially thanks to those individuals doing such an outstanding job as members of the AAF committee 
and as agents for the (31) classes participating in the Class Agent program.
MEMBERS OF ANNUAL
General Chairman
Kenneth F. Woodbury ’24
Stein Club
Carl A. Whitman ’35, Chairman
Ralph F. Bennett ’24
George A. Potter ’20 (
Century Club
Arthur F. Mayo III ’58, Chairman
Mrs. John (Mary-Hale Sutton) Furman ’38
Maine Stay Club
George H. Bragdon ’50, Co-chairman 
Ralph L. Hodgkins, Jr. ’59, Co-chairman
ALUMNI FUND COMMITTEE
Honor Roll Club
Mrs. Donald W. (“Maggie” Mollison) ' 
McIntosh ’50, Chairman 
John R. Dyer ’41
< . . Robert C. Oldfield ’56
' ’ Earl H. Smith’62
Class Agent Program
Paul W. Bean ’35, Chairman
• Matching Gift Program
Malcolm E. C. Devine ’31, Chairman
CLASS AGENTS
Class A gent
1918 - Weston S. Evans
1920 - M. Eleanor Jackson
George A. Potter
1921 - Wesley C. Plumer
1922, - Foster B. Blake
1926 - Oscar L. Wyman
1930 - Frank W. McCann
1931 - Donald B. Henderson »
1932 - Winston C. Robbins
1935 - Paul W. Bean
1936 - John C. Sealey, Jr. ’
1938 - Duncan & Midge (Lynds) Cotting
1939 - Erwin E. Cooper
1940 - Edward K. Brann
1941 - T. Russell Woolley
1942 - Hafold A. Garfinkle
1943 - Sumner A. Claverie
1945 - Robert W. Nelson ’
1946 - Mrs. Edward (Judith Fielder)
Harris
1950 - Mrs. Richard (Flora Maddocks)
Fairfield
1951 - Donald P. McGlauflin
1952 - Alan C. Pease
1954 - Preston W. (Skip) Hall
1956 - Robert C. Oldfield
1957 - Norman A. Gosline
1958 - Robert E. Worthing
1960 - Charles J. Ochmanski
1961 - Murray R. Billington
1962 - EarlH. Smith
1963 - James Hanson
1964 - Lt. John C. Howard
1965 - Lt. Horace W. Horton
